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CRAZY OX

RiVer

PRESENTS
SPRING AND
S UMMER WARE
TO
RED RIVER
T CRAZY PRICES
Imported from Mexico
Wide Legs & Washed Out Look
Sizes 26 to 36 collectively
ONLY $13.50 each

Sports Shirts for Men
Tapered Fit
Solid and patterned styles
Sizes S-XL collectively
PRICED FROM
$5.95 'UP TO $10.50

Buckeye Jeans
Made in Canada
Flared Legs
Sizes 28 to 40 collectively
ONLY $8.50 each

Shirts For. Women
Seconds/Embroidered and
Sizes 8-14 collectively
PRICED $6.95 AND' $8.95

Other Casual Pants
Flared Legs
Colors: Blue, Brown, White
Sizes: 32 to 36 collectively

Womens' Tops From Italy
Many colors and styles
To choose from
Sizes S, M, L collective

ONLY $7.50 and $7.95 each

PRICED FROM
$4.95 UP

Women's Slacks
Wide legs
Colors:•Skyblue, blue, beige,
green, rose
Sizes 7 to 13 collectively
ONLY $11.95 each
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Jackets By London Fog
Waterproof
Sizes 38-46 collectively
Colors: Black, Beige, Sky blue,
Brown, Green
ONLY $15.95 each
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*Fully 'Licensed*
A Great Three
Course Dinner
Complete for $1.95
225 Vaughan Street
942-5332

270 EdmontOn Street
9424195

and
•

10% off prescription glasses Mr all Red River College students
with•student cards.

Isn't it amazing
how soon later
comes after
you buy now?
Maybe you should
wing now and

tol

Co-operators
Credit Union
IT'S WHERE YOU BELONG.

•

•

Casual Dining
Dinners include: Salad
with your 'choice of
dressing, sour dough
bread with plain or
garlic butter, coffee, tea
or milk and spumoni ice
cream. Freshly harvested
spaghetti -from
Southern_ Italy's finest
crop, featuring spaghetti. with Mama Pulosi's
Homemade Recipes...in
additiorintasagne, Veal
Parmesan, and New
York Stea•.

•

.

Ask about our excellent
group and party facilities.
Chargex
Master Charge
In Winnipeg at
291 Bannatyne Ave.
Telephone 943-2433
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LRC "Excellent Library"
•
•

_
Dear Sirs:
We read with interest your articles on the LRC in the March
19 issue. The publicity was certainly appreciated, - ), and Ms.
Lyons article on the Library security system was accurate and
well reported. The • editorial articles, however, left much to be
desired. Many of the facts were misinterpreted and some were
down-right wrong. If the Projector is concerned about ifs journalistic integrity, it, should take care to confirm its information
before reporting. The -editors are invited to meet the Chief
Librarian to get the facts'straight and (hopefully) print a correction.
The LRC welcomes constructive criticism and is always
studying means of improving the service. Suggesting that the
Library is only "fair" and indeed, "pretty bush" is, however a
statement based on ignorance. If the editors had taken the time
to "get' the facts" they would have learned that the LRC is an
excellent library, advanced in its development of_the multimedia
approach. Among Canadian community colleges, Red River's
library is considered exemplary. The problem of space does exsist but it does not hamper the quality of the service_and expansion plans will soon alleviate the cramped quarters. The factor
most detrimental to service is book loss due to theft and this is
presently dealt with. (Check-point security). The Projectors's
concern for the LRC is much appreciated. Hope it continues!
L. Warren
For the LRC Staff.
•
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Ed. Note: We at the Projector were concerned over this_matter
land 'interviewed staff and students of RRCC th see how they felt
about the LRC. See page 8.

SA Elections Disgusting

.

Dear Projector Editors: ,
I am rather disappointed, almost to the point of disgust, at the
the lack of publicity about them.
recent S.A. elections
This is still a democratic institution and to be run like one,
there needs to be competition. Sure, the S.A. has problems, but
that is all the more reason why there should have been more
,people running. The only way you can change the S.A. is to
become a part of it. It won't do you any good just to flap away,
criticising the way the S.A. handles things.
There are many good and bad things about being on the S.A. -,
but that is true of anything. The administration and the Student
executives have tried to ease the pressures and timeconsumption of the positions. Just this year, we received 10
credit hours so that our school work wouldn't suffer because of
our S.A. work and vice versa. We also received salaries, not
only because of the work and time involved, but also as a means
of control and incentive.
The big excuse of "no time" is almost a farce now. I am
beginning to believe that R.R.C.C. students really don't care.
Don't forget, the S.A. controls your money. Besides all this, being an executive member is an enriching experience. When you
go looking for jobs, employers don't just IDA at your marks.
They like to know if you got involved. It seems to me you gain
more than you lose by being on the S.A.
Cathy. Litchfield
Publications Director

Another Year of School?
•-•
people around this time' of year and interests lean away froM the
The' present two year Technology \ courses may be lengthened'
classroom.
to three years if a proposal by Wavis Shere, an instructor in
• Looking at the concept itself, most students look forward to
technoloSy-mathematics becomes a fact.
• two years. After that we're out Many students wouldn't have
Some of the reasons why this proposal has been drawn up are
taken their course here if it had been three years? That's as long
good. The extension to a three year program would cut down on
as some university students go and students would think twice
the contact hours a student spends sitting in a room and listenabout spending three yearS for anything less than a degree. With
ing to his instructorAt would also shortqn the school year so'
these same- university students getting first nod at many jobs
that students wouldn't have to battle with university students for
RRCC students ate fighting a loosing battle. '
summer jobs.
During that one year extra that is being • proposed, RRCC
The second pOint is especially well taken. RRCC students, in
graduates could pocket a few thousand dollars. The money and
many cases, are lucky .to get summer jobs that relate *to the
the securitY of a good job right off the bat could be helpful, escourse they are enrolled' in at the college. Instead of cutting grass
pecially to those who are paying off loans. If some courses had
or cooking pizzas, students can be surveying or clerk-typing, or
been three years many students would have passed it up.
whatever. They can start work the same time as university
Those who are dedicated to what they ,want to learn do not
students (if they are so inclined) and get valuable practical exfeel that their work load is in excess of what they can handle and
perience as well as more money in their pockets that they could
RRCC's employment record speaks for itself.
in the two month span.
There may be pluses to the three year system, but an 'extra
The report in this issue of 'the Projector says that the time
year of school rather than the establishment of a firm base in inaround Christmas and January exams will be more efficiently.
dustry add money in the bank seem to reduce their effects.
This must mean that students will be experiencing more school , Although every intention behind the proposal is, a good one,
andl less holiday around this time. Different things happen to
most students probably prefer two year courses. . •
.
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Dialogue a Success

•

•
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FARING IN CLOSETS IS VERY % 'NOT TO MENTION IT NeINGS
DAMAGING TO YOUR CHEEKS
roR IT CA05E5 THEM TO
SANG AGAINST 7HE WALLS
THOS BROSING THEM

SEVERELY...

ire

ON A RASH OF WALL • FARTING

JOKES.

•

•

For those who attended Dialogue Day, it was a success. For
If you are interested in joining a group to disouss healththose who didn't, it was more likely a day wasted.
diet-weight-physial fitness or any other topic-please
Many Red River students seemed to think of it as a day off,
come into the Health Centre and specify your choice of
but in- actuality it was a day with no classes. Because there were
subjects. We will 'then endeavour to establish some
1
no classes many students, felt they didn't have to come.
programs.
The whole session created some concern for the college and it •
was nice to hear the students in the hallways talking about what
is happening at the college rather than what they did last
weekend.
The train got on the track Tuesday evening of last week with
the film, Conrack, and a lecture by Dr. Ralph Pippert who is k
e well known for his controversial-views on the education system.
Honky tonk music from two versatile musicians started off
Wednesday morning in Buffalo Place. Chef Les Talbot was
The Projector would like to Mani Stan Hdieur and the Journalism classes
-behind' the grill/cooking a pancake and bacon breakfast which
of Creative Communications for their cooperation and regard for deadline.
was undoubtably the best food to come out of Buffalo Place in
Thanks.
a long. time.
From where you could make your way around the college
attending forums that touched on many topics that should be of
some concern to • any student who attends Red River. They ranged from a Student Bill of Rights right to the top of the line, adDO YOU LIKE WRITING LETTERS?,
ministrative problems.
Some forum donclusiolis could be influential
, in official
decisions while others discussed matters of student and 'human
• recently received a list of Japanese high schoot•
interest.
students that want Canadian pen-pals. If you would like to
A speech and an Indian pow-wow stole the hearts of those
correspond with them, drop a note in the Projector box in
w ho were in the \Tower Lounge just before the Rap-It-Up fry the
the SA office or come down to our office under the South
South gym that ended it all.
Gym. .
It will probably become an annual event so if you're here next
year be sure to attend this entertaining event.
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SPECIAL THANKS
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Student Aid loosens
Strings
Purse Sttingt.

A proposal by Waris Shere, Member of the Director% AdThe extension to Grade XI-entry and a, minimum of Math
visory Council has been put forward to ,expand the present two
200, English 200, Physics 200 and Chemistry 200 as the enyear Engineering Technology programs to three _years.
trance requirements to the first semester ' of a six semester
The rationale for the proposed change in the present program
program would allow considerable changes in program design..
centres around the following four problems:
The concept of a three year program has been put forward
—Student contact hours of 30-31 hours per, week is too high.
many times:
—Inefficiency of time utilization during the Christmas break
—Briefs to the Community Colleges Council in March 1971.
and subsequent final examinations in January. —Brief to the Task Force on Post Secondary Education June
—Lack of job opportunities for summer employment for
1972.
students competing against University students.
—Technology Department Head Meeting discussion in 1973—The high attrition and drop-out rate in first and second term
74.
technology. —Other independent proposals (EAS Proposal, etc.).
The proposal was discussed with many of the faculty
The current DAC discussion proposal.
members and the consensus was that the implemation of a three
It is hoped that an attempt will be ;made at a 'detailed inyear technology system would bring Red River Community
vestigation, not only on the basis of cost analysis, but the effec-.
College up to date with many of the community colleges across
tiveness of the proposed program design.
Canada.
It is Mr. Shere's opinion that the present student contact time
Some of the comments by faculty and administration were as
pot' 30-31 hours per week is too heavy a load for them. A redix*follows: by J. D. Skinner, Chairman, Industrial and Technology
tion in student contact time is• a- consideration long over. due.
Division.
Students should not have more than 25 hours per week of conProvision would be made to properly prepare students for
tact time. This will permit the students an opportunity to utilize
technology programs prescribed by Advisory Committees.
the college resources more so than they are able to do under our
Student load in each term would not be so severe so there
present system.
may possibly be less drop-outs.
As proposed by Mr Shere, an intact of students after Grade
Students would leave ,college at a more appropriate time to
XI will definitely I increase our student population. There are
compete for summer employment or full time jobs for graduates.
some basic advantages of having the students start at the college
There would only be a reduction from 18 weeks to 16 weeks in
after their completion of Grade XI, such as, instructing them in
fall semester—with no break in continuity so there would be very
the subject areas that will best prepare them for a technology
little less instruction time there.
course as well as an opportunity to acquaint themselves with the
The winter semester would terminate before the disturbing incollege and the different technological courses that are available.
fluences of spring and summer 'affect the interest in studies so
, The term of a four month duration is a more feasible and
the shorter term would not mean a proportional reduction in inpractical educational process from staff and the student's point
structional benefit.
of view. At present, there is really not much acconiplished in the
, Time for many projects—course preparation, teacher training,
first term . after the holiday break and the second term is much
and professional development would be available before summer
too long in duration to accommodate •student absorption of
schedules and holidays effect the routines, of colleges and inschool material. By reducing the term length and increasing the
'
dustries.
length of the program by half of a year is a far more intelligent
' A realistic program to .prepare applicants - for fall technology
way `to accomplish what they are trying to do at present.
courses Could be presented in the ,summer semester.
Students will mature with the proposed program and have at
by Dept. 'Heads:
least sortie opportunity to obtain employment in their chosen
- Many other provinces offer -technology' Programs which
•
field.
commence after high school training of the equivalent of our
Consideration should be given to students who have comGrade XI. Thin provides those institutes and Students with the
pleted successfully Grade XI and our Term I of the Technology
opportunity of a better program design and a lower dropout for
Program to obtain a Grade XII standing from the Department
many reasons.
of Education (similar to our Pre-Technology course).
A recent Study of the Engineering Technoldgy students at
It is extremely important to consider the raw material (stuRRCC for the years 1970-72 showed a slightly higher success
dent) entering our industrial organization. It is a fact that the
rate for enrolled students with series 200 subjects at the Grade
majority of students entering RRCC are not prepared to embark
XI level as compared to students with series 300 subjects at the
on the type of programs that are: offered by the technology
Grade XII level. There was no significant •average age differencourses. The student' has not developed good working or study
tial. The high success ratei is likely attributed to four parameters:
habits throughout his educational career. This may be why
—1 or more years of student maturity (Grade .XI-work
many of them step out because of the heavy load or they are not
RRCC) out of the present non-work oriented high schools.
prepared or don't care to work at the load level 'that is expected
—better defined career choices by these 'students clue to exat the college. under the present system.
posure in the world of work.
-In light of the above proposal and comments, G.L. Talbot,
higher motivation level of the average Grade XI student.
director of the college has struck off a committee to investigate
—reasonable academic background of the Grade XI student.
and make recommendations on the proposed change. This comDue 'to the recent clianges in the high School curriculum in
mittee•is composed of W. Shere, Committee Chairman; J.D.
terms of credits; subject content reduction and lower level of
Skinner, Chairman, Industrial and Technology Division; Walter
manipulative
many subject areas, it is and will be more
Gray, Dept. Head—Technology Maths/Physics; G.D. Hermandifficult to provide students with adequate training with our pre- , son, Dept. Head, Civil Technology and a former graduate. The
sent 1 two year structure. .
recommendation is to be submitted by September 1, 1975.
—

A resolution to raise the amount a student can reveive from
the government by way of a bursary to $1,800 was reached at
the first meeting. of the co-operative student aid committee April
1
The meeting chaired by Jeff Davies, Assistant Deputy
Minister of Colleges and Universities Affairs,' was „attended by
representatives from the U of M, the U of W, as well as SA
"president John Coy and Assistant College, Director Steve Didcote.
Also discussed at the meeting were thecriteria on which judging is done for student aid. Mr Coy said the first $400 of any
government aid is loan. The next $1,600 is loan and bursary. At
$2,000, the loan accounts for $600 and the bursary accounts for
the rest.

He said studen • aid forms for 1975-76 have been printed and
Will be in the college in May.
The next meeting will be held/April 22, and the SA is inviting
people from -the Health and Social Development offices to
, provide information about their involvement in student support.
The idea behind this, said Mr Coy, is the ultimate abolishment of
the maximum limit for students who need more money and have
exhausted their present grants.
Mr Coy was pleased with the meeting. "It would seem at this
point that the Department of Colleges and Universities Affairs
are looking at this group as a responsible body and I didn't get
the impression that this is a whitewash. I think they are serious
about this committee."

•

Funding a Problem for WUSC Rep
•

•

•

Laurie Mo-rgan, this year's World
University Services of Canada (WUSC)
representative from RRCC is having
problems funding her trip to the
Cameroons, two degrees off the Equator
•
in West Africa.
Miss Morgan needs to raise $800 on
her own before she can travel with the
Canadian WUSC contingent to the
Cameroons. The total tab for her trip is
over $1,800, but WUSC has donated $1,000.
"It's going to be tough to raise the
money," she said. "If I don't get the
money I won't go, it's as simple as that."
Miss Morgan approached the Students'
Association for part of the $800, and it .
will be taken up before council April 16.
Last year's representative from RRCC
-was Roger Procyk of Diploma Nursing.
He had to raise only $500 for his trip to
Guatamala. The SA granted him $250
for _this trip. The rest of the sum was

donated by the Diploma Nursing Club.
`,`The SA more or less set a precedent
last year," in granting Mr Procyk funds, .
said Miss Morgan.
Miss Morgan is in Creative Communications and there are no.. clubs to
repre-sent the course. She said she could
possibly approach organizations like the
Press Club, which is related to the instructions she receives in her course.
She said she could approach clubs
within the college, but "They've lost a
source of revenue when the socials were
taken away from them."
Miss Morgan will be accompanying 50'
other students and faculty from across
Canada to the Cameroons. She applied
for the trip because "I was interested. The
fact that it was Africa intrigued me.
Basically, 'I know so little about ' that
country. If felt it was sort of a. worthwhile
thing to do.. It was a once in a lifetime opportunity."

When Miss Morgan gets back from the
Cameroons she will start work on a
presentation. She will spread information
about her trip and the Cameroons
throughout the school and to her spoil-.
SOTS.

During her trip she will observe and
make suggestions, she said. 'I'll do a lot
of analysis of what's going on. It will be
an exchange of ideas between countries.
This is necessary for relations with the
Cameroons. If you don't know who they
are, how are you supposed to comI
municate with them?"
The Cameroons experience the same
difficulties as Canada, said Miss Morgan,
because it is bilingually French and
English. Also, she said they have the
same problems with ethnic groups as
Canada does, "except tiey're tribal."
She said "The Cameroons are one of
the few African nations to *pull it all
together, one, of the few systems thafare
holding up."
,
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NEW EQUIPMENT IN THE LRC

•

In keeping with the college trend toward individualized instruction, the Audiovisual Distribution Section of the LRC has
expanded its facilities to include AV carrels. Nineteen have been
installed on the north side Of the LRC, just outside the Section's
entrance. Some will include_ carousel" slide projectors and
cassette playback units equipped for synchronized programs, ----filmloop projectors, rear-view screens and headphones. Others
will be equipped with Singer Carsmate models for sound slide
programs. Two video cassette players will be made available in
these carrels as well; making the popular video format accessible
to everyone. A staff member will eventually be on duty to assist
in use of the carrels.
A new microfilm reader-printer has recently been acquired as
well.. Copies of articles in periodical back issues vvill now be
readily available. (100 per page). Please consult the circulation
or reference desk staff for assistance in microfilm printing.
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Bill Somers
Electronic Technology
"It's a nice quiet place. There's a good /
selection of books for our projects."

Bruce Strike
Survey-Technology
"I don't mind sleeping in it." _

Mona Kota() .
BiologiCal-Technology
"It's not very good. It doesn't cover
very many fields."
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Laurie Morgan
Creative Communications
"I find it, quite,idifficult because they
lack a lot orbooks. I ketp running down
- to the public library and the university to
get the books I want."

21

G

I T

-Irene Karadelt
Instructor, Communiadbas Dept.
"The selection of books in the arts is
skimpy. It's'•that simple. But their good
about ordering books when the teacher
requests them."

Dept. of Northern Aft.
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WilliCr Labun
Business Administration
"It's not much of a place to study. It's
too noisy. If you want to study you have
to go to the university. I would say the
content is adequate. The odd time you
have to go to the main library. The help is
adequate. If you want to find something
the staff will help 3óu?'
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As the PublicationsDirector, I am in charge of the Projector.
Recently, two new editors took over the paper. I think it is time
that I publicly compliment them on their first few issues. I hope
their good work continues.
On March 20 and 21, yearbook, picture re-takes were taken.
there was little notice of the event; therefore,
Unfortunately, there
there was very little publicity. We cannot offer another re-take
day as the,yearbook's deadline was March 31. I apologize to all
students who did not get their picture taken at all. Remember,
the majority of yearbook pictures are taken during the first week
of school.
The yearbook wills be distributed in early June. At this point, I
would like to thank the yearbook editor, Debbie Sayer, for all
her hard work. Debbie did most of the yearbook by herself. I
Would also like to acknowlege Teri Koutecky for the
photography she did for the year book and Joe Ploschansky the
yearbook advertising manager.
We. require a new yearbook editor for the 1975/76 yearboOk.
If you have ever been a yearbook editor and are not afraid of
some hard work, please apply to Cathy Litchfield at the S.A. office. This is a paid position.
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[NEC& - Heat &Power I
I MECH. - Production
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I ELECTRONICTECH.

Gord Stellmack
X-ray Technology
"It's okay. It's better than the science
library at the university."

Kathy Linton
Biological-Technology
"Some of the books are too general.
There are no specific ateak. Some of the
books are written for a grade six level."

ODinP11'
TER TECH.

Paul Fortune,
A.B.E., Instructor
"For what I use it for it's not that bad.
I use it for visual aids and reference
books. There should be a larger fiction
sectiOn. It's very sniall."

Norma Waedt and Phil Pazdor, co-chairpersons of CAPS -A'S
Beer and Skits asked this year's judges they could foresee this
year's winner of the first place Molson's Trophy. Even with the
help of Don Comstock and Tom Ashmore, all Ken Babb could
come up with in his head was the date for this year's event, May
9. You could be this year's winner of the $100 first prize-or second prize' of $50 or Possibly third prize of $25. Only six skits
are' accepted so get you application in early. Application forms
available at Info Booth and S.A. office.

I DRAFTING - Arch.

a

ICONFUTERANALYST PROG. I
I BIOCHEMICAL TECH.
I BIOLOGICALTECH._
( CHEMICALTECH.
1
I CNN. - Building
ICIV IL - Design & Drftg.
I C IV IL Municipal

_

DAIES*OFVISITS

Rei/001s - Date •

Y-our student placement office is working for you. Please help
us to maintain good relations with employers recruiting on campus.
When a candidate receives an offer of employment, he should
notify the employer of his intention to accept or refuse, as soon
as possible. If more than one offer is being considered, try to establish a mutually satisfactory decision date with the employer.
Your placement office would appreciate being advised of your
decision on employment whether it be through the CMC office
or another source. We are interested in where you locate work
and your starting salary. Be assured this information is bonfidential. ,
A. Gaskin

.
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Pow-Wow
Promotes Culture

Dialogue
Top Decisions Often Made on Person

Basis

Decisions, whether on 'a government or a business level, are
individuals whose first concern is how the
quite often made
decision will benefit or harm them, rather than how the decision
will benefit or harm the original' problem.
Both Dr. J.L. Gray and Dr. Marvin Blauer explained how this
problem is relevant in the decision making procesi today, in
seperate lectures at RRCC as part. of Dialogue, April 9.
Dr. Gray, acting head of Business Administration at the
University of Manitoba, showed the attentive crowd how
emotions play a big role - in business decision making.
"Quite often," said Dr. Gray, "emotions take on far more importance than facts. For instance, businessmen, in general, seem
to feel that any decision is better than no decision, regardless of
whether one is called for or not."
Dr. Gray pointed out one aspect of North American society
that hinders decision making in business, particularly on the
labour-management level, is the idea that compromising means
losing.
"Compromising carries such a negative connotation," he said.
"Somehow, we've developed the idea that compromising is losing. We can see this right now, in all our strike negotiations
which are going on. Both management and labour seem to feel
that a compromise is a victory for the other side, even though
they both realize that a compromise is the probable outcome of
any labour dispute."
Dr. Gray outlined the three kinds of decisions that take place
in business: a centralized authority decision, a consensus deci,

sion, and a democratic decision ; The centralized$ or autocratic
decision, is done by one individual. Consensus is worked out until all parties in a decision agree, and a democratic decision is
reached by a majority vote. Dr. Gray said ttit all three have
their good' and • bad points, depending upon the situation involved.
Dr. Blauer, Secretary of the Health, Education, and Sbcial
Planning Subcommittee. of. Cabinet for the Manitoba Government, emphasized planning as the key point in: any government
decision.
"Planning is vital to any government's policies , and
decisions," said Dr. Blauer. "The use of planning enables the
government to establish its needs. Goals can be set out, the
proper use of available resources can be defined, and individuals
can be freed from the burden of having too much control."
A large roadblock to intelligent government decision making
is the need for politicians to calculate the political benefit of a
decision, before they can consider the decision itself, Dr. Blauer
said.
"It's all well and fine for a civil servant to draw up a good
plan and present it to the politician and say 'Here, it's great',"
he said. "However, the politician is the one who gets all the
heat if the plan is unpopular. The only way to prove to the
voting public that the idea is good is success, and that takes
time. Meanwhile, the politican could very well lose an intervening election, and his successor will receive credit kr a good
decision."

Most Agree that Bill of Rights a Must
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by Mary Anne Kirk

said, was the degree to which students
would be able to participate in decision
making in the college.
John Coy said the bill has a definite
purpose in formalizing what; rights the
students do or do not have.
Mr Reston said there is a definite need
for a bill, of rights for the students. Such a
document is inevitable, he explained, and
the college is working toward one right
now, even though it may not know it
because if is happening so gradually. He
gave as an example the current teacher
evaluation issue. Students Specially need
a bill in the class room, be maintained, as
"too often they are not served." They are
hesitant to speak up because they fear
ridicule or retaliation from the instructor.
Mr HermansOn felt that students don't
need a bill of rights because they are being "well taken care of' now. He said a
student bill of rights would be just as unenforceable as is the Canadian bill of
rights.
Mr Reston said that students should be
,

/

able to question a broad range 'of things
such as: Why is an instructor teaching a
certain thing and why is he teaching it
that way? and not fear retaliation. He felt
that a bill of rights would spell out some
sort of classroom conduct for instructors.
Mr O'Kell said if a bill of rights was
drawn up, people should not consider it
absolute. "It won't be a be-all, end-all
type of document," he , said. "There must
be a reasonable line drawn between rights
and non-rights." He continued that there
is no use having a bill of rights if there is
no way of making it effective. "The bill of
rights may not be a, total answer but at
.least it would be better than what we have
now," he concluded.
Chairman Dave Curtis brought the discussion to a close by saying that a bill of
rights might be the answer to student
apathy at the college. He theorized that
,apathy might be caused by students feeling angry and 'frustrated because they
can't say or do something without the
fear of 'retaliation. A" bill of rights may
help to overcome this, he said.

Pe5;464;

A pow-wow, sponsored by the Indian Metis and Eskimo Student Council. of Red River Community College was held in the
Tower Lounge, as part of "Dialogue".
Victor Pierre, host for the event and member of the group,
gave some background on the dancing and mentioned that it is
social, not ceremonial.
-The dancers began with the "Grand Entry Dance", their version-of a flag song, in which-everyone was required to stand to
show their respect foiKit.
A "Warm-up Dance" followed, then the girls performed a
"Fancy Shawl Dance". This, a contest dance, stresses importance in timing and requires the dancers to stop exactly when the
drum stops.
The men then performed a contest dance called the "Shake
Dance".
The performance ended with all the members of the group
dancing another "Warm-up Dance".

•

by Dan Smith

by Don Radford
The Students' Association will begin
preliminary work on a student bill of
rights by summer, said president-elect
Kim Capar at the conclusion of a panel
discussion Wednesday afteroon.
Mr Capar agreed with a suggestion
that the SA should be the body to look
'into the possibility of preparing such a
document. He said he would initiate
groundwork to determine what the bill
should consisttf or if there should be one
at all.
The members of the panel were: Dave
Curtis - chairman; department heads
Glen Hermanson and John Reston; outgoing SA president John Coy; and instructor Ian O'Kell.
Mr Curtis began the discussion by asking each member if a bill of rights was
necessary and what it should consist of.
Mr O'Kell said society at large
provides most of the safeguards students
require but a bill of rights was definitely
needed. What the bill should state, he
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Nelson James, a singer with the group, pointed out that the
chant and dance was not to entertain, but to promote Indian
culture. He said the purpose of it was to show the public that
their culture is beautiful and try to clear up some of the misconceptions about the Indian people.

Indian Culture Vibrates Complete
by Roger Hill
There may be only 10 Indian shamans or medicine-men left in
Canada in 1975, but Ojibway brave Vic Pierre was confident
that native culture is in ,no danger of extinction.
In an interview at RRCC's Tower Lounge just before a series
of spectacular native dances during Dialogue Day, Mr. Pierre
said native culture was getting better known all the time and was
being preserved by the culture's own young people.
He said his group had just, returned from a European tour
where they had been given a tremendous reception.
-`!Of course, in Germany, Italy, and the other countries, our
culture is a novelty for them," he said. "But their attitude is so
different from here, it really made us know we were appreciated.
I almost .cried when we left Duesseldorf, knowing what I had to
come back to, over here."
Asked what he meant by that, he described his experiences

with racism in North America, and the attitude of the establishment toward native people.
Many: native people have been brutalized, and are ;still being
brutalized, he said. He told of several incidents of police brutalihe had suffered in his family's house when he was a child. To
counter the brutality that is being meted out to Indian people
there must* a fostering of the spiritual teachings c,f the Indians,
he thought.
Mr. Pierre is an educator, rather than merely an entertainer,
and is now working for the Department of Education. He
believes native cultural studies can ,become and are becoming
part of the educational curriculum in Canada, especially in
linguistics and art.
"In. the Indian religion, the world is a garden universe, and
everything has a place to be, to make it complete," he said.
.

Relaxation Through Exercise

,

by Heleit Marlin
"How To Hang Loose When You Are
Up Tight" was one of the many seminars
held as a part of DIALOGUE, a RRCC
communication program held April 9.
The seminar was directed by Mr Jack
Kaplan, a physical education instructor.
Its purpose was to give a casual study of
tension and how to gain relief using
various relaxation methods and tension,
relieving exercises.
Tension is an everincreasing problem
in our present day and age when so much
is going on, the pace of life is getting

greater and greater. Still, human beings
are still human beings and it is difficult
for people to adjust at a rate equal to that
of the changing times.
"Tension is normal but only to a certain degree," said Mr Kaplan. "This inormal tension is relaxed during sleep."
If a person loses sleep the tension
within him builds up. When this happens
there are several ways to get rid' of the
tension. The best way is to exercise. Exercise provides a balance between mental
and physical activities. Things like a walk
•

1.4.1.

1

around the block, a short jog, or joining
in a sport such as badminton or tennis.
Other good tension relievers are a hot
bath, a change of pace, a massage, or just
talking over your problems with a willing
listener. All of these help to' ease your
physical and mental strain and tension.
Although these are some suggestions
for relieving tension 'each person has to
discover suitable ways for himself to relax
and get rid of tensions. Each person has
ways of his own and he will find them
through trial and error, the only way,
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Activities Limited to Prevent Skipping: Didcote
by Keith Learmonth
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Steve Didcote
The administration of RRCC limits the
length of daytime activities at the college
because they don't want students to skip
classes.
In an informal "Dialogue" discussion
on academic regulations, Steve Didcote,
Assistant Director of the college, said
events scheduled during class hours tend
to distract students from classes, and
therefore should be held either at lunch
time or after school hours.
If one group is allowed to hold an event
on a Friday afternoon, other groups will
want to do so as well, he said. This could
escalate to the point where events would
be held during class hours every day.
• The panel, consisting of Kim Capar,
next year's Student's Association president, Bill Porter, Chairman of the
Business Administration section, Steve

Didcote, Assistant Director of RRCC,
Tom O'Brian, Assistant Registrar, and
chaired by Heather Henderson of the Student Counselling Service, agreed that
students are more likely to skip classes to
attend activities on campus than to attend
off-campus events.
The discussion was attended by about
25 persons, about one-third of whom
were students.
College policy on how instructors are
to deal with discipline problems, such as
chronic lateness, was also discussed.
Mr Capar said some instructors with
8:00 classes lock classroom doors at exactly . 8:00, and don't allow any more
students in. He felt this was unreasonable
because some students can't help it if
they're a few minutes late in the mornings.
Mr Didcote said it is up to the individual instructor if he_ or she wishes to
lock the doors to prevent late students
from interrupting the class.
A woman in the audience said she has
seen several colleges, and that Red River
is a "pig-sty" in comparison. She said
that garbage and cigarette butts and
burns on the floors and desks show that
"Students. don't respect their school", and
wondered if anything _ could be done
•
about this.

An instructor present said that in the
past, hundreds of ashtrays had been put
out in some class areas, but somebody
always takes them home.
The consensus was that if students had
no manners when they came here, the
college could not teach them any.
Another issue raised was that of course
content and options. Ms Henderson said
many of the complaints received by the
counselling service were from students
who had to takek certain subjects they
didn't want.
The content and structure of each
course is set up with the aid of an advisory committee, said Mr Didcote. He
said efforts are made to have course
graduates on the committees, because
their work experience is valuable in
providing feedback on the strengths and
weaknesses= of course content and structure.
Options are limited by the amount of
money available and by the number of
students interested. It also depends on the
range of knowledge demanded by jobs.
For example, technical courses have few
options because they are geared to
specific jobs. Business Administration
has a large number of options because of
the wide variety of jobs graduates may
enter.

Manpower Students Protest Pay Loss
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bid Frank Fiske

Future students of Red ,River Community College may be
spending three years in diploma courses instead of the present
two. This was the topic of discussion for chairperson Waris
Shere and a panel of Manitoba education officials at Dialogue.
Mr.. Shere, head of the committee to change the presents
diploma courses, said the first year of the new courses would
open to Grade XI high schOol students and would cover more
specialized forms of Grade XII academic subjects.
'There would be no time loss, said Mr. Shere, since the same
number of years would be spent by the student form Grade XI
to ,graduation from RRCC. Also, students could learn basic
skills earlier.
Mr. Shere said with the three year courses, classes would end
earlier in the year, making it easier for students to find summer ,
employment. Weekly class hours would also be shortened, he
said, making it easier for the student to digest information learned in the classroom.
Ed Straziuk from the Selkirk Regional Secondary School argued
that Grade XI students are not mature enough to enter RRCC.
Both Mr. Straziuk and John Greenway, senior consultant for the
Department of University and College Affairs, said this was the
reason for the high drop out rate at RRCC even now. Too many
people are unsure of decisions that they make.
Mr. Straziuk said 25% of the students at Selkirk Regional
Secondary School change their major courses between Grades X and XII.
-Dr. Ian Cook of the University of Manitoba, said the

program proposed by Mr. Shere is similar-to one once used at
• the University. He said the program was self-selective, with the
better, more ambitious students entering the course after Grade
XI.,
Dr. Cook said the "double entry" type course would work
well at RRCC,, since courses are more packaged here. There ,are
less choices to be made than at 'the U. of M.
Before any 'action is to be taken, a survey among Grade XI
Students should be conducted• to see if there , is much interest in
the program, said Dr. Cook.
The three year courses would reduce the drop-out rate, said
Kevin Evans, a student in creative communications. Students
'would have more time to talk to instructors and to specialize in
specific fields.
Dr. James Cambell, Assistant Deputy Minister of Education,
said the department's main concern is that there is not enough
articulation between Manitoba high schools and colleges. He
suggested that high schools adjust their curriculums to train
,
students for college.
Dr. Campbell said the three year course proposal was contrary to RRCC policies, to train people as quickly and efficiently
as possible. He wondered if academic training at a college level
was really wanted.
Students enrolling after being in the work force for some time
presently spend close to three years taking a two year course,
said Dr. Campbell, Entrants must complete "a battery" of tests
and may be required to take a five to six week preliminary
course before being accepted.

We're Only Educating Heads

by Janice Kay

■

The • loss of two days training
allowance during the past Christmas
holidays was a major concern for Manpower students attending Dialogue's
Manpower session.
Lin Christie, chairperson of the session, had already gained some support on
this issue from an open letter to •Manpower students published in a January
edition of the Projector. From the
response she recieved a petition of 188
names was drawn up.
"We were paid for three days of the
holidays (December 27, 30 and 31) but
not for January second and third," said
Ms. Christie, "and I just want to know
why we weren't warned?"
Those at the session pointed out that
the loss of that allowance had been especially critical, as it had been at Christmas time. Many of the students with
families said that it had even made spending on food, difficult during the holidays.
"The allowance is provided for those
that need assistance to take the training
programs,"- said Ken Brown, RRCC instructor, "but do they just stop existing
for that holiday term?"
John K aiser, RRCC supervisor of
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Manpower, and Diana Funk, representative from Canada Manpower, responded by explaining how the allowance for
holidays was decided:
The holiday length that Manpower will
support the students is determined
nationally, on the average holiday length
of all post-secondary institutions.
"Red River is peculiar in this aspect,"
said Mr Kaiser, "in that it closes down
for an extra few days longer than the
national average."
If the college decides to close down,
noted a student, then it is not the
students' faults for not attending on those
days, like students in other provinces.
Mrs Funk noted that often Manpower
does not receive notification of the holiday situation from Ottawa until very
close to the time . students break for
Christmas, leaving little time for all
students to be aware of the payment
situation. She also stated that the school
administration and Manpower have a
contract on various points concerning
Manpower students, some of which, give
power to , the school to make particular
decisions.
An example of this is attendance,

where the instructors are told to record
only those absences which are "unexcused" by the students. But, said Mrs
Funk, it is totally up to the instructor to
decide what excuses he will accept from
the student. These absences result in a
pay loss for the student, as does coming
late. If the student is late for either his
morning or afternoon check-in time on
three occasions, he will be docked a halfday's payment.
While there have been complaints on
this, Mr Kaiser said that often these
measures are adopted by the instructors
to set up a work situation and thereby encourage work habits in the school training.
Students discus1sed many issues with
the panel, and also exchanged views and
solutions on common Manpower student
problems. Ms. Christie said that she is interested in getting a "spearhead group"
together to straighten out any inequalities
Manpower students feel they are experiencing. Any Manpower student interested in forming a petition for a particular problem can leave a message for
her at the Students' Association office,
she said.

by Janice Wlasichuk •

Anyone who attended Humanistic
Education might have been surprised to
discover that we are all mere learning
machines who are geared only to, serve
the industrial revolution.
"School kids today have been conditioned not to ask questions," said Jack
Deines, Director of the Winnipeg Centre
program. "They just look in books and
learn the words in print and the person
who comes closest to the wording of the
book usually gets the best mark," he said.
Mr Deines feels that because of this rigid conditioning,
conditioning, today's school children
won't learn much beyond high school
than the techni61 aspects taught. He says
that the students have lost their creativity
and don't knoW how to spend their leisure
time other than spending money.
The question is' what can' we do to
make education a share-learning experience? Mr Deines said students are
becoming oppressed to the point where
they act•opritessed to one another and the
administration. He said the students must

question the system as to who it really
serves.
The whole purpose of Confluent
Education is to pay attention to the
human organism as a natural learning
machine, said Keven Van Camp, coordinator of the Confluent Education
Program. "We ought to educate the
whole child. Up until now it's just been
their heads," he said. He feels that school
is a place where there is a curricula that
really extends beyond the school itself.
He feels that the student's parents should
also be involved in what the child is learning and more open communication
between the teachers and their students.
But the problem is that the students have
great expectations of the teacher. "It's not
that they want to learn anything. Just
teacher, you're here, so teach me
something," he said.
Mr Deines said that educational
research conducted to test student's
reading levels reveal that they have gone
down. "We have never taught people in
our - system to read correctly," "he said.

The people who have done well have done
so purely by accident."
An electronics teacher of the college
who deals mostly with Manpower
students said that most of his students are
just in the course to get through as fast as
they can and that half of them don't even
enjoy the work. "What I don't like about
education is, that we've made it geared to
industry 7 everything is given in bite-sized
quantity," said Mr Deines.
He explained that all human beings
want to give something of themselves.
They all want jobs. He added that the
kids don't see what the job is for, outside
of material gains. "We've taught them to
be consumers," he said.
Mr Van Camp, commenting on the
changes to be made in education said
"These changes will come about when
you place concentration on what you will
do with the students for the time you are
with them.",
Education takes place between the
person-teacher and student-learner," he
'said.
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RRCC students got a chance to make top-level governmentcollege decisions during Dialogue in An Experiment in Decision
Making.
The students were given a hypothetical case in the morning
session, and were asked to work it out in the afternoon. The case
was this: The director of Provincial Community College (PCC)
received a telephone call from his immediate superior, who told
him to make arrangements for a Nuclear Engineering
Technology course, originated in the Provincial Cabinet, -to be
implemented in September of that year The Provincial
Power Corporation (PCC) said they would let the college use a
nearby nuclear plant for training the students and would hire the
graduates. The college would pay half of the $112,500 bill for
the course and accept 12 applicants.

,

Grievanes on Manpower \ payments, reductions in education
funds and faults in the alocation of space were a few of the,.
issues brought up at a seminar chaired by Ray Newman, supervisor of, administrative services, Wednesday afternoon at Red
River Community
College's Dialogue Day.
#
ft.
Students claimed they had not been aware that, because
RRCC's Christmas break was two days over ,the number for
Which Manpower:allowed
coverage, they would be docked their
••
pay for these two 'extra daYs.
'
In reply;Stocie Didcote, Assistant 'Director of the college, who
vvas not on
, the panel and only present at the forum, claimed efforts had ,been.made through notices in the Projector to inform
the 1',700 ,ManpoWer students of the cut-off.
Panel member Arthur Friesen, Assistant Director of Financial 'Services; ,said some students had been, able I to claim unemployment Or welfare payments for the final two days of the
Christmas_ break.
.
On the subject of decreased educational funds, Mr. Newman
claimed that from the 'government's point of view, other
departments are as important as education, and budgets will be
pared indiscriminately with She aim of controlling inflation.
Problems regarding space 'shortages in the college were attributed to lack of funds, preventing 'conversion of office space
into classrooms.
Mr Friesen said there will be no further- expansion of the

...

.

,

■

But, at the same time, the college director hack a pet project of
his own going. The college had recently developed -a proposal for
a Resource Management course, over which much enthusiasm
had been generated. The - course • would be ithplemented in
September of the same year with an animal cost of $75,000. The
course had a number of unique features and a demand for efficient resource management was present in industry and
government levels. The course had been forwarded to the
province's Review and Development Group for further study.
The student decision-makers were asked to define the problem
in' the situation; how they would approach the problem; list
solutions and feasibility to the problem; arid determine whether
the solutions are consistent with the objectives of a community
college.
There were five groups working on the same problem, and in
one, chaired by Doug Krasnowski, the problem defined was:
Does the director still want hiS course adopted despite government intrusion?
The group then had to list a number of steps they would use
to approach the problem. They decided that the nuclear course
was the development of a new resourse, while the management
course is the conservation of exsisting resourses. They decided
that the first step would be to evaluate both programs. Then,
they decided the director should determine if one or both
program,s should be adopted.
, Feasibilities were studied next. The group decided that the
nuclear course was definitely feasible, as,the government and the
PPC were pushing it. In order for' the management course to be
feasible, it would need government support. The group opted for
both courses to be included in the September curriculum,
satisfying both the director and the government. '
The group defined the objectives of the community college as
giving specialized practical training for areas in which'there is a
demand for graduates, and since both courses had a demand for
graduates, they were deemed consistent with the objectives.

college on the present campus, and the only solution to the space
problem is to extend the day hours to accomodate increasing
numbers" of students.
4.
The question of why refunds on parking stalls are not allowed
to people who, upon selling their \cars', have no use for a space.
The panel replied that college policy allows no refunds except
during winter vwhen demand for stalls is crucial.
A charge was made that the administration does not
recognize the Faculty Association. They were also accused of
not publishing Faculty Association news in the monthly edition
- of RRCC News, a publication that is distributed to all RRCC
staff, and quite often the facts in other staff publications were incorrect because of this.
Mr Didcote denied that he refused publication of Faculty
Association News as they were allowed to use the duplicating
centre for publishing their news.
Mr Newman, who together with Mr 'Didcote, organizes
RRCC News added that because faculty news is of interest only
to faculty, it is not suitable for publication in the RRCC News
that specializes in government information and college policy
decision.
The panel members for the one hour seminar were: Norman ,
Konowalchuk, college accountant; Jim Lowe, Personnel Officer
of community colleges; , Bill Grant, Registrar; and Arthur
Friesen, Assist* Director of Financial Services.
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Ombudswomen , Female Studies Proposed t
Forum
by Nadine Delisle

•

know that we are going to work for the
have persistance. You have to stand and
Two resolutions were adopted at
rest of our lives," he said. "We males
take criticism and you have to be selfDialogue's The Status of Women at
aren't half way down the road as women
sufficient. •
RRCC: Out from Under, and there was a
Margaret • Martini skid that in the
are. We can't take time off of work for a
general consensus at the forum that sexist
college now there are three instructor
couple of years for a rest when we want
ideas must be overcome to liberate men
classifications: A - Instructors in
to."
and women.
"female" portions of the school, this has
But, he said that phoney attitudes
Participants at the forum
the lowest salary; B - Instructors in inabout men such as men shouldn't cry and
overwhelmingly voted in favour of two
dustrial area, who don't require a degree;
all men are supposed to be great at sex,
resolutions4 presented by chairperson
and C - Instructor positions that do reare breaking down.
Lesley Hughes. It was resolved that there
quire a degree. She said that instructors in
Some members of the audience were
should be a committee of ombudswomen
"female portions" of the college are
concerned ,with too much sex distinction.
to look after the interests of women in' the
regarded as 'A' level whether or not. they
"When are we going to think of each
college, and that there should be women's
have a degree because they are more
other as human beings, not men or
studies offered as optional credits
available.
women?" one person asked.
courses, to men and women in the school.
John Redston from Business AdAnother member of the audience said
Discussing opportunities for women in
ministration said there are certain areas
that men have an image and if they want
the college, Peggy Hunt of Architectural
where women have more options than
to change they have a great difficulty
Drafting said that you don't have to get
extreme to do your thing, you have to men. Men have been programmed; we ahead. Male emancipation is a long way
off.
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It is indeed a pleasure for me to join with the faculty, staff,
and students of Red River Community College in extending a
very warm welcome to each of you to Open. House, 1975.
, The aims of Red River Community College are based on the
belief that every individual lking in a rapidly changing
technological and social 'environment has the right to further
education in accordance with his/her aptitudes, abilities, and
needs. In this organization of R.R.C.C.• learning environments
students, on completion' of their programs, would have:
1. Acquired the knowledge and skills required to obtain gainful employment in a field of choice, which is relevant to the
needs of the community `for qualified workers.
2. Grown in ability and skill in meeting their,individual human
development needs through which successful functioning in
today's society is achieved.
3. Shown acceptance of responsibility as a citizen for the
good and welfare of the community.
The role of the College is to offer programs and services for
whiCh it is particularly capable. It seeks to *complement, not'
duplicate unnecessarily, those offered by other community institutions and , agencies. The College aspires to be an accessible,
comprehensive community-centred and flexible institution.
The increased social and economic well being enjoyed by persons who avail themselves of these opportunities for individual
growth- will be reflected in the development of the business, and
,
civic segments of the community.
R.R.C.C. is an open door College. Educationally, this means
the door of the College is open to students with a wide diversity
of backgrounds" and abilities..
A recent survey has continued to confirm that the majority of
R.R.C.C. graduates have been very successful in obtaining
challenging and rewarding employment. Please _look around, ask
_ any questions you may have regarding / the programs and services of the College and then, if we have something to match
your needs—"join us".
Please enjoy yourself. We -appreciate your interest.
G.L. Talbot
Director

by Robert Jankiewicz
The big question of the session was: Student Services: What's
Missing? The answer to that question was: Students.
This was the case in the first seminar of Dialogue, held in
room AB-36 at 9:30 a.m. Attending the session were people
from RRCC in Student Services, as well as people from the U.
of M. and Assiniboine Community College in Brandon. The
only thing missing in this session were RRCC students. There
were only two in attendance. One was Heidi Langelotz, next SA
Public Relations director, who had been asked to attend to
represent student council. The other was a -reporter from the
Projector. who was there covering the seminar for the paper.
Although student participation was almost non-existant, a
number of student services were discussed. The meeting started
off with a descussion on the athletic credit program in the
college. Roy Pollock of the Phys-ed Department said that
students were not being informed quickly enough that they
could take the course and receive three credit hours for it.
The course starts as soon as classes begin each term, and by
the time students are aware of this, the instructions have been
going on for two weeks --and the "meat" of the course has
already been taught.
He said he would like to see an orientation program for new
students over a period covering the first two weeks of school to
make known to students just what services are catering to them.
"But even this might inform them too late," he said. Asked
whether or not the Projector could be used as a vehicle of infor-

mation for the course, he said: "By the time students see the
paper' we've already had two weeks of instruction." Another student service in the college is the Health Services. Students are
happy with this department of the college, said Phyllis Law,
R.N., of the Health Services. The department offers emergency
'service, provides transportation, and doctors' appointments for
some cases, gives preventive medicine, gives allergy injections
for out-of-town students with no regular doctor, and gives constant care for • patients with asthma and diabetes.
Along with Mrs. Law the Health Sciences Centre employs
one other registered nurse, and Mrs Law says they are kept
busy. They destroy all records of individual cases after a student
leaves the college.
• • N. •
•
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If you're thinking of enrolling in any of these courses so you'll
be able to make seven or eight dollars an hour as a carpenter or
plumber or mason when you're finished, forget it.
The only thing these courses do is provide you with a basic
knowledge of the theory and give you a crack at practical work.
Upon graduation the only thing you get is a certificate of attainment. If you still want to be a carpenter, plumber or mason you
have to work as an apprentice for several years before you're
eligible to become a journeyman and then you're in the "big
•
money".
Still interested in the business? Well, read on. The carpentry
and woodworking course is ten months in length, consisting of
two five month terms. The terms start in September and
February so you can decide when you want to begin--the course.
You need. a grade ten academic standing or the Adult Basic
Education equivalent for admission into the course. Haven't got
it? Submit an application anyway. The Admissions Committee
will review it and make a decision.
Basically what the course is this: Develops a basic knowledge
and skills necessary to enter the trade as an apprentice,
familiarizes the student with the materials and procedures needed in related occupations, and upgrades and retrains adult
students who have had some previous experience in the trade.
If you decide not to become .an apprentice, you canifind work
as a salesman, stockroom clerk, etc. If you do, you can become
an estimator, draftsman, foreman or building inspector.
Plumbing, like carpentry, is a ten month course divided into
two terms. Admission requirements are the same also. The objectives of the course are as follows: To develop a thorough
knowledge of the correct interpretation of the various plumbing
codes and the theory of rural and urban installations, to acquire .
skills in related areas such as welding, machine shop practice,
drafting and blueprint reading, and to provide training in the installation and/or repair of fixtures such as hot water tanks,
softeners and pumps. .
If you decide to enter the apprentice program after graduation
you will be able to find the following jobs after becoming
a journeyman: Foreman, estimator, contractor or inspector.
If you don't take the apprentice program, you could always
change your name to "Josephine" and clean your neighbours'
sinks with Comet.

The masonry course requires only grade nine academic standing. Again, if you don't have it, apply anyway. The Admissions
•Committee will make a final decision.'The course is five months
in length, beginning in September and February.
Masonry teaches the "how to" in bricklaying and trowel
work. It will teach you the basic theoretical knowledge of all
aspects of the trade and impart fundamental knowledge and
skills and standaids acceptable to enter the employment field.
Most graduates become apprentices in the trade and after
receiving journeyman status gets jobs such as: Masons (obviously), draftsmen, contractors, building inspectors or sales
representatives.
There are also numerous job opportunities in East Germany
working as repair or maintenance personnel on the Berlin Wall.
One graduate is reported to have landed job with the Chinese
government. Apparently his job is to extend the Great Wall to
Portland, Oregon, after which the Chinese Army will use it as a
means of attacking North America. We wish him well on that
project. '
Now we get to the good part. Cost. Well, you can't beat it.
The tuition of the three courses in only seven dollars a month.
Extras for books, tools, etc. ranges from $35 in plumbing'to $90
in masonry.

If you've always had an interest in chemistry and
mathematics, this course is for you.
The Chemical Technology Department of RRCC offers a
two-year course in Chemical and Biochemical Technology for
anyone interested in this field.
"But interest isn't the only requirement," said Domenico
DeLuca, a student enroled in the course. "It's tough to get in
and you really have to know what you're doing."
.
Mr DeLuca said both Chemical and Biochemical Technology
are involved .quite extensively with experimentation and
research. The first term stresses theory and lab work, while the
second term deals with instrumentation analysis.
Students involved with Biological Technology are interested
mainly' in plant and animal science—often using the latter for
testing cancer research. Hospitals and laboratories,. like the
Health Sciences Centre, are often interested in Biochemistry
students, who work with cells and micro-organisms among other
things, and also test in cancer research.

At present, in RRCC, students in Chemical Technology are
conducting experiments of their own.
"One girl is making perfume from -organic materials," said Mr
DeLuca. Others are involved in producing suntan lotion and in
the study of mining and the atomic absOrption.
Some basic objectives of Chemical and Biochemical
Technology are to develop knowledge of modern chemical apparatus and to apply basic concepts and laws in chemistry,
physics and mathematics to industrial situations.
Employment opportunities range from chemical research
assistants to fish and wildlife services, including a lot of
laboratory work. - ,
Besides the two-year course, Mr DeLuca" said a new one-year
course has been introduced this year. Instead of receiving a
Diploma of Technology, as do the two-year students,,the student here will get a course certificate as a lab assistant. The main
emphasis in the course is on wet analysis and working in the
labs.
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"Mechanical Technology is everything that is not a road and
does not have a wire attached to it," explained Harold Wilson,
who heads Red River CoMmunity College's four courses of instruction in Power Engineering, Heat and Power Technology,
Production Technology, and Aircraft Maintenance.
Mr. Wilson said one of the obstacles in recruiting students for
Mechanical Technology is a misconception on the part of
prospective students as to what the course stands for.
Using the American space project as an example, he said contrary to popular belief the Apollo 11 moon-landing was 80 to 90
per cent the, work of Mechanical Technologists, not electrical
ones.
He said students often seem inhibited by their expectation that
Mechanical Technology is bound to mean getting their hands
dirty and nothing more. This is far from the case, said Mr.
Wilson.
As one of the three basic fields of engineering (the other two
being Civil and Electrical), the mechanical field includes Production Engineering, Aeronautical Engineering, Plastics Engineering, i Weldink Engineering, Hydraulic Engineering and' Plant
Engineering. Consulting Mechanical Engineering also includes
environmental control of buildings and plumbing control.
Engineering is defined as an art: It is the art of applying the
discoveries of the physical sciences to human problems. Again
contrary to popular belief, science alone cannot apply solutions
to problems. Science depends on -engineering knowledge and
engineering judgement, which is the function of the professional
engineer.
Over the years, as engineering technology increased and improved, it became apparent that a gap was developing between
the skilled tradesman and the engineer. It yvaS precisely this gap
that provoked the demand for the Technologist, and brought
into being the RRCC two-year Mechanical 'Technology course.
The technologist's role is to understand the technicatdetails of
engineering as well as the practical problems of the tradesman,
and it is on this basis that the student is trained.
Mechanical Technology's Heat and Power course and
Production course both consist of two years of instruction at the
College itself for basic formal training, followed by two years of
on-the-job training in industry. At the completion of this period
the student may be accepted by one of the -provincial
associatiorw as a Certified Engineering Technologist (CET).
During formal training, thefirst year combines Heat and
Power with Production, and options are taken at the beginning
of third term.

The present. Power Engineering ;course is a one year program
in which the student writes for a fourth class certificate. Beginning in September 1975, however, it will be an optional_ one or
two year program, allowing the student to write for a third class
certificate. Higher_classes of certificate may be attained in industry based on the number of years spent in the field.
Aircraft Maintenance began as a one year program at RRCC
in 1973. Because of MiniStry of Transport minimum requirements it began as a fairly long program, normally taking 11
months of the college year in order to fulfill the 1550 training
hours Mr, Wilson said that a 1380 hour program is now in
effect, with about 20 students taking the course each year.
BECause of increased aviation activity, especially in the
general aviation or light aircraft field, there is a growing demand
for the course The aircraft maintenance "M" licence is the big
prize and can be achieved after one year of formal training plus
three years of on-the-job training.
Mr. Wilson said a' recent survey of graduates' average salaries
had shown an average $600 per month, but averages could ea s ily understate the case. A Mechanical Technologist could quite
easily exceed this average, he said, referring to one graduate last
year who began at $14,000 in June, and had reached $1'6,500
per year by October.
At least three job offers per graduate are expected in/
Mechanical Technology, he -said, so the outlook is extremely
favouiable.
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Radio Operators
Electronic Communications

Barbering

The Radio Operating and Electronic Communications course
offered at RRCC is enjoyable and not as difficult as an outsider
might think it. said Martin Cyr, a student in the course.
The course teaches basic electronic theory and applies it to
radio operations and the communications field in general.
Students learn how to operate communications transmittors,
oscillators and modulators. They also learn how to communicate in International Morse Code and use the ham radio
station on the third floor of Building F.
Upon graduation, a student can take Department of
Transport exams to qualify for a radio operator license. This
license is recognized internationally.
The course is currently 10 months, but Mr. Cyr said there are
rumors circulating that the course would be expanded to 15
months.
The graduate can work as a communications specialist in any
areas such as railways, airlines, and police departments. Jobs such as air traffic _controller, aeronautical ground-radio
station operator. monitoring station operator, and coast station
operator all with the Ministry of Transport and Department of
Communications are also available to the graduate. The
graduate may also land 'a job with CN or CP telecommunications.
Mr. Cyr said that the course requires no electronic
background, but a high school education is a prerequisite.
Much of the equipment used in the course has become outdated but new solid state apparatus will be coming in to update
the lab, said Mr. Cyr.

Hairdressing
`Style' is the word in the barbering and hairdressing courses at
RRCC. Since today a haircut means more than cutting off a few
inches. the barbering course is now called barbering styling.
Both courses are 10 months long, starting in January or
September for barber styling and in March or September for
hairdressing. There are 1400 hours of training with 350 of these
theory.
After approximately three months in the course the students
begin work on the public, in the labs equipped with all the
facilities of a downtown hair salon.
The barbering styling lab is ()Pen to the public — by appointment — 10-4 Monday to Friday. The hairdressing lab is open for
appointments Wednesday, Thursday and Friday from 8 - 1:30
at the beginning of the school year and near the end it's open
from Monday to Friday.
There are male and female students in both courses and this
year the barbering styling has near equal numbers in both sexes.
The major difference between the two courses is that hairdressing deals with women and barbering styling with men.
The hairdressing course is divided into two five-month
semesters with the first semester devoted to hair styling, blow
waving, curling iron techniques, hair shaping and related subjects. In the second semester they study the chemistry of hair,
scalp treatments, cold wave, coloring, manicures and facials.
The barber stylists study sanitation, faceshaving, men's haircutting and styling, current fashions in hair, anatomy of skin
and hair, disorders of scalp, shampoos, facials, hair treatments,
cosmetic products, shop management, and modern men's haircoloring.
For visitors to Open House wanting a hair-cut or a blow
wave, both courses will be offering complimentary services.
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Teacher Education
In Red River Community College's Teacher Education Section, three types of Business Teacher Education (BUTE) courses
are offered.
The Secretarial-Major leads to proficiency in secretarial skills,
such as Pitman shorthand. The Accounting-Major concentrates
On accounting, basic business and date processing. The
Marketing-Major emphasizes skills to teach the above, occupations.
All three courses have one and two-year programs. Whether
the student takes a one or two-year course depends on their
academic record and occupational background.
Although dubbed "business courses", the BUTE programs
offer courses in the social sciences, which are a help when the
students face actual classroom situations during their period of
Practise teaching.
Graduates of all three courses arequalified to teach business
skills in Manitoba's secondary schools and Community colleges.
At RRCC, Industrial Arts Teacher Education (IATE) and
Vocational Industrial Teacher Education (VITE) are two
courses in the Teacher Education section that qualify their
students as industrial arts instructors at various levels in the
Manitoba school system.
VITE, one year in duration, trains the student to teach in high
schools and community colleges offering vocational industrial
courses. The year of study is made up of a Variety of courses in
which the student learns professional teaching skills. Six weeks
of student teaching is also included.
Emphasis is placed on teacher education courses because
VITE students already have a great deal of experience in the actual trades they will be teaching.
Before applying for VITE, the prospective student must
already hold a Journeyman's Certificate in a designated trade or
equivalent trade training and approved experience in a nondesignated trade. Three years of approved experience . after
journeyman certification or equivalent experience in a nondesignated trade are also required.
Acceptance standards are rigorous for both VITE and IATE
(Industrial Arts Teacher Education). Only about 20 per cent of
the applicants for each course are accepted. Drop out rates are
low.
In the two-year IATE program, laboratory skills as well as
professional teaching skills are developed. The course is designed for high school graduates and trade experience is not required, though many students do have previous industrial training. One second-year IATE student has 17 years of experience
as an electronics technician.
IATE graduates are qualified to teach industrial arts in
Manitoba's junior and senior high schools, and Stan Bogucki,
department head, says that placement is no problem. Virtually
100 per cent of the graduates have found teaching jobs.
Mr Bogucki says that his graduates often pursue further
study, either at the University of Manitdba or at U.S colleges
and universities. Those who wish to obtain degrees in the arts
and sciences may do so at the U of M, but those who want,
degrees in industrial education usually study in the U.S., as
Manitoba's universities do not have a degree-granting program
in this area.
When graduates continue their studies at a university, they
receive transfer credits from RRCC. Completion of the IATE
program gives two full years of university credits; the VITE
gives eight credits.
IATE students are instructed in seven major industrial arts:
drafting and design, metalwork, graphic arts, woodwork,
plastics, electricity and electronics, and power technology.
Second-year IATE student John Northcott, 23, has already
been ensured a position at a high school in Warren,. Man.. Mr
Northcott specializes in woodworking and plastics. Next
September he will be setting up a brand new shop at the Warren
school, which previously has not offered courses in industrial
arts.
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Lawrency Ostryk, 23, also a second-year IATE student,
doesn't have a job yet but is not worried. He has interviews lined
up and feels, as his instructors do, that none of the graduates will
have difficulty finding employment.
"The instructors really make it," say , both students, agreeing
that, "We have the best instructors . . . easy to talk to and informative. They believe in helping you on an individual basis."
Aside from the excellent instruction they receive, the students
feel that the course is what they make of it. They have the selfmotivation to do a lot of work on their own and the maturity to
supervise themselves.
The course also includes 10 weeks of student teaching, which
permits the students to see industrial arts education as it really
- is. It provides them with an opportunity to put their newlylearned skills into practise.
The students are glad that industrial arts training in
Manitoba's junior and senior high schools is now being extended
to female students. They ,feel that anyone who is interested can
only benefit from the training and that there should be no bars to
learning on the grounds of gender.
• As' Mr B.F. Addy, former Director of Vocational High
Schools in Manitoba says in his forward to the Industrial Arts .
Teacher's Guide (grades seven, eight, nine):
"In appraising today's program of industrial arts in grades 7,
8, and 9 in the schools of Manitoba, I. find that industrial arts is
an integral and often required part of the total program of
education for all youth; also, a phase of the total program that
provides the special help individuals need to meet the requirements of an industrial-technological culture."
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Secretarial Science

The Business Administration course at Red Itiver Community College is designed to prepare students for management
careers in the world of business or industry.
The course also develops leadership qualities in the students.
The success of all business depends on a persons ability to be a
leader.
Business Administration is a two-year course consisting of
four terms. Courses .taken include accounting, economics,
marketing, statistics computers and communication.
"Some of the courses could be combined, but you really do
benefit from going to the college and from working with others,"
smiled a fourth term student.
Admission requirements for business administration are a
grade ,XII standing, or a complete standing in the pre-applied
arts course.
Some of the jobs a Business Administration graduate is
qualified for are with national ,corporations, retailing firms, insurance companies, banks and the government. Opportunities
for administrative %employment exsist in almost every type of
business enterprise.

The basic aim of the Secretarial Science course at Red River
Community College is to produce a graduate who is capable of
a career as an executive secretary.
The course also develops, giving insight into the background
and structure of the business complex, the skills required to attain a high, level of proficiency 'and the qualities required to at/.
tain a position of trust and confidence.
There has always been a demand for secretaries with an understanding of business. The Secretarial Science course at the
college prepares highly competent secretaries who understand
the business world.
Jobs are available in both the secretarial and administrative
aspects of business, but 60 percent of the graduates remain in
secretarial work.
Subjects in the course include accounting, oral communication, introduction to business, statistics, social science,
economics, personnel and management, and business and practice skills. Students have the option of being legal, medical or
business secretaries.
Secretarial Science is a two-year course, leading to a diploma
in Applied Arts. The entrance requirements for the course is a
grade XII, or an equivalent.
At present, there are approximately 160 students enrolled in
Secretarial Science at the college.
Graduates of the five Civil Technology courses offered at
RRCC in great demand this year, says Department Head,
Glenn • Hermanson. im fact, there should be three job opportunities for every graduate.
"This year's grads will start at $800 plus a month...and some
of them might even be turning down jobs for $10,500 a year,"
Mr Hermanson., said.

..........
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HOwever, he warned that Civil Technology students. must
carrYia heavy work load and must have a strong interest in
mathematics and science.
, Civil Technology 'deals with various aspects of the building
and engineering business. The department is divided into five,
Structwo-year courses: BUilding, Civil, Design and Drafting,
tura!, and Surveying. Alt share a common first-teimrprogram.
Building Technology is concerned with the actual construction , of buildings, Mr Hermanson said. The graduate can work
as, a building inspector, designer, estimator, expeditor,
superintendent. or technical sales representative. • He may also
become a private contractor.
The Civil Technology course deals with more municipal
highway and sewer design. Indoor or outengineering, such
door employmentr is available across Canada:
Design and Drafting trains the student to prepare
specifications and design drawings. The graduate may enter the
,
field of architecture or engineering technology.
Structural Technorogy students learn to deal with the design
and construction of buildings and Other structures such as
bridges.. Graduates may be employed as inspeetors, supervisors,
or designers.
The Surveying Technology course , prepares the student for
work as a surveying or engineering assistant. After a two-year
"apprenticeship", 75 , per cent of the Iranduates become commissioned land surveyors, Mr Hermanson said.
A Civil Technology graduate can alsO get his ,engineering
degree in two years at the University of North Dakota or
•
Lakehead University in Thunder Bay, he added.
Admission requirements for all Civil Technology courses is
grade XILincluding English 300 or 301, Math 300 or 301,
Physics 300 or Physical Science 301. Part-time students, are also
accepted.
Although the department accepts 144 new applicants each
fall, only about half graduate. but "they don't so mush fail as
drop out," Mr Hermanson explained. "They just don't want to
do the work."
The department is investigating two possible changes in the
program. Each course may • be extended to three years with a
grade XI admission requirement. This would compensate for the
poor high school training students receive in- mathematics and
physics, said Mr Hermanson.
The department is also looking at a one year Civil
Technicians 'course. "There, is a great need for this type of
technician...and many of the students just can't cope with aitwoyear course," he said. The new course would cover basically the
same program as first year Civil Technology with more
,emphasis on surveying and drafting.
1

If you like and understand people then the ideal place for you
right now may be at the Hotel and Restaurant booth across
from the Crazy Ox.
The Hotel and Restaurant Management course is a two year
program: which involves the supervision of managetnent, accounting, food and .services, front office, sales, purchasing, and
catering.
Throughout the program the course has weekly visitors from
the hOspitality industry who talk about careers and job opportunities•in the industry. The course is community oriented involving work at Winnipeg's new Convention Center, and even
some banquets:of their own.
The Hotel and Restaraunt Program runs RRCC's
Assiniboine Inn for three months of the year, giving students the
Opportunity to try things out for themselves.
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Graduates of this division find themselves in fields as diverse'
as servicing electronic equipment to space age communications

ncal

systems.
Domestic Electronic's develops the knowledge and skills in
students 'required to service radios, audio equipment, black and
white and color "television sets.
jobs may be
- Besides the opportunity for self-employment ,
found in television rentals, television service shops, electronics
wholesalers and distributors 'and service departments of

■•■

manufacturen and retailers.
Industrial Electronics utilizes electronic devices to control
of manufacturing, research
machines and processes in the field and business. The objective of the course is to provide students
With a broad knowledge and skill to handle the electronic devices
found in industrial areas.
As business and industry rapidly becomes More automated,
well-trained electronics graduates are
increasing numbers of
needed as laboratory, installation and service technicians to con,struct. maintain and operate the complex electronic equipment.
Telecommunications involves all systems of communication
including 'radio, telephone, and teletype. The broad course
material covers two-way radio, the handling of television,
data by means .of wires,
telephone. teletype and computer
microwaves and satellites.
Potential employers are Canadian Pacific TelecothTelecommunications,
Canadian
National
munications,
Manitoba Telephone System, manufacturers of telecommunications equipment (Northern Electric,. Siemen's and ITT)
as installers; service technicians, troubleshooters, operators or
technical representatives.
Admission requirements for all courses in the • Electrical—Industrial 'Division are Grade Eleven or Adult Basic Education,
Adult I A. with ability in Mathematics and Physics. The Admissions Committee will also review individually any
applications that do not meet the course prerequisites.
All courses are completed in ten months except for Domestic
Electronics which has an additional two month term to cover

Certificate Courses
•

BusinessAccou'ritancy
Clerical Bookkeeping
Clerk Typist
Medical Records Technician
Stenography

.
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color television.
To receive more information on these courses, contact
Department Heads, Ted Dunsford and Chris Trylinski, at Open
House.

1,

Clerical Bookkeeping and Office Records is also a ten month
course' that emphasises training in bookkeeping and accounting
I' Machines'. Graduates are usually, ; employed' in large business
firms where, in'the accounting department, they may perform
the specialized duties of ;accciunts receivable/payable, payroll,
' invoice or data - processing clerk, or operate bookkeeping or accounting,_ equipment. If employed by a small business the
graduate may be responsible for all the foregoing duties as well
as% general office work.
There is a grade ten prerequisite for this course and the fee is
seven dollars a month, With supplies usually costing $100.
Students can chose their method of learning; both an individual
,
progress and lecture classes are available.
Clerk _Typist is a six month course that gives the student the
typing-skills needed to break into jobs as typists, filing clerks or
receptionists. In ,small offices a clerk typist 'performs a number
of general office",duties also.
The fee is seven dollars per month with supplies costing about
$100. This course also offers the individual progress or lecture
•
classes.
• Medical Records Technician is a ten month course that
prepares skilled medical record technicians in the preparation,
analysis and preservation of heal care information required by
hospitals. patients and other agencies. Students receive specializ
ed training in all aspects of health care data; specifically the
compilation, filing and utilization of the medical record as a
secret document.,Pield practise in hospitals form an integral
'part of the course.
Prerequisites for this course are 35 wpm typing and a grade
eleven standing. The fee is -seven dollars per month and supplies
cost about $100. Su6cess in this field is ensured if you have a
mature personality, a strong sense of responsibility and accurate
and efficient work habit's. There is a reliable employment market
in hospital ? medic/11 records departments, clinics and other
paramedial agencies.
Stenography is 'a ten month course that gives the student a
proficiency in the skills of typing and shorthand. Employment is
usallY found in : steno pools 'or as stenographs in small
businesses. Prerequisites for this course are grade 11 standing.
This course also offers the individual progress of lecture classes. -Fees are seven dollars per month and supplies are • about five
,

Watch Repair
You say, you never knew that Red River Community College
offered a course in horology? Well,'don't worry — not too many

ii

people do.
But perhaps the course would sound more familiar once you
knew that horology was the art of constructing timepieces, and
that the course is commonly known as Watch Repair at the
•
college.
Watch Repair is both practical and theoretical in its approach
to training people for the trade. As well as repairing watches, the
course's outline includes such subjects - as: care and use of hand
■ tools, related machine shop practice, and safety precautions.
It runs for 10 months, commencing in September of- each
year. Although Grade X, or Adult Ten Basic Education, is also
an entrance requirement, R. Beech, the course's instructor, says
that the main requirement of people entering the trade is
patience.
He says that, "You have to have a strong desire to do this
type of work because it can be monotonous. Either you like thai
sort of -thing or yoti don't."
He added 'that most of the people who start the course finish
it. "We have a less than one per cent drop-out rate," he said.
He alsd mentioned that enrollment is up this year. They now
have 11 students taking the course.
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Business Accountancy is a ten month 'course that provides
students with a thorough working knowledge of double entry
book-keeping and accounting so they will be Capable of maintaining a complete set of books in most business enterprises.
Most management today cannot find time to develop and
train all employees, so the well trained accountant will find
many opportunities open to him.
this course receive a certificate pf attainment.
Graduates from
The prerequistes for this course are a grade 11 standing, or
mature, students may _apply• All applications are dealt with individually. The fee is seven dollars per month and the supplies
cost approximately $90.
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Located in J building, the aircraft course is only one year, but
should definitely be two years, or so says' Rick Williamson, a
student in the course. It is designed to educate the students with
small aircraft and is less than 50 per cent practical work, the rest
.
being theory.
In September there were 21 students in the course, but now
there are just - 14. Some left to find course related jobs, but since
the course is quite demanding, some students are trying their
skills elsewhere. Mr.. Williamson said, that 14 is still too many
because there just isn't the proper number of facilities as yet.
This is only the second year for the course and it takes some
time to get everything as it should be
The course is actually a door-opener in that one needs - experience before getting a job, which would allow him to get
,

:

a licence to work with aircraft. After the course, twdyears of apprenticeship follow, after which he becomes a fully licenced air-

craft engineer.

The school year involves 1500 hours which comply with the

Ministry of Transport national requirements. Some of the subjects are: Landing gear, aircraft plumbing, engines, plastics and
the age old question: "How del planes fly?"
Because of the high standards the course requires, there is an
entrance exam. The exam is a mechanical aptitude test dealing

tk•itt,:tcra,

with science and physics.
The job opportunities of the course are excellent because of
the increasing need of engineers. Mr. Williamson recommends
the course to anyone and said he would have no trouble finding
a job after he graduates. "it's a lot of work, but is really worth
the effort."
Red River Community College offers not one but two nursing
courses to better meet the needs of the individual' student.
Diploma nursing, a- two-year course, leads to a college
diploma in - nursing education, and eligibility to write the
registered nurse (RN) examination in Manitoba.
The course is divided into four terms, and includes work experience at affiliated hospitals and health care units. In the final
term one month is devoted to work experience. All nursing experiences are directly supervised by 'college instructors.
Entrance requirements are: a complete Manitoba grade 12,
with one of the sciences, or mature student status with grade 12
equivalency on the General Educdtional Development Tests.
Applicants must be in good health and emotional. stability is essential. Interviews and entrance examinations may be required
before acceptance.
Department head Barbara Barnard said 80 students are
accepted for each school year. Comparing the course with
similar courses offered at hospitals, she said the college students
are offered a broad 'education. There are facilities and instructors to teach English, psychology, and soCiology." ‘,.
Practical nursing, an 11-month_ course, leads to a written
licensing examination and the successful student becomes a
,
licensed practical nurse. (LPN).
The course is divided intoitwo terms. The first five months are
spent at the college, and the final six months are spent, On work
a'•
experience at an affiliated Manitoba hospital.
Entrance requirements are a complete Manitoba' grade 10
with science and/or biology, or grade 10 ,stindirig from the
Adult Basic Education Course. Applicants not meeting these requirements may be accepted by the admission committee.•
Applicants must be between the ages of 17-55, in good health,
and emotional stability is essential. Interviews and entrance examinations may be required before acceptance. 260 students are
accepted each year.
Tuition is $35 for the five months spent at the college, and a
student allowance is paid . by the hospital for the six months
spent there.
Employment opportunities look good for all
graduates. Barabara Barnard said, "The hospitals
desperate for nursing staff."
,

•

Metals
*Machine Shop Practice
*Sheet Metal
*Watch Repair
*Welding
Time is of major importance, especially in horology, the
scientific term for watch repair. Besides offering the only
horology course in western Canada, RRCC teaches it all in 10
months. compared to the two-year courses offered ,in eastern
Canada)
Horology is one of four courses offered in R.R.C.C. s metals
department. Other courses are machine shop practice, welding,
and sheet metals: with a combined average enrollment of al)"
proximately. 200.. students.
, Applicants are accepted on a first come, first serve basis. The
major requirement in all _facets of the metals department is
manual dexterity.
The welding course is intended to instruct students on the
principles . of modern welding procedures and to give practical
experience to the student. Any industry employing welding
offers opportunity for employment to the graduate of this sixmonth course.
The Machine shop offers theory and practice in the safe and
efficient use of basic machine tools found in industry. The
graduate of machine shop practice may find employment as a
Machinist Apprentice of as a Machine Tool Operator in various
industrial areas. Basic skills learned in this course will also aid in
other related occupations.

The five-month sheet metal course gives design, fabrication,
and installation theory and practice with employment oppor
tunities in, all areas of sheet metal work.
Mr Vern Frazer, department head, said employment 'is excellent in all metal department areas.
"Last year we could have placed twice the number of
graduates." he said.
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Medica Lab Technology
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A Medical Radiological Technologist (MRT) is trained in the
productions of radiographs (X-ray pictures). The student learns
how to position a patient, take the radiograph, and develop the
film so that it :may be interpreted by a doctor. MRT's generally
work in hospitals and clinics.
How do you get into these courses?
First, apply to RRCC. If the Health Science Division's Admissions Committee decides you meet the academic requirements, you must then apply for acceptance at the training
centre of your choice. RRCC only approves academic requiremerits, it's the 'hospitals that select students.
Training for MLT can be 'taken at Brandon General Hospital,
Deer Lodge Hospital, Grace General Hospital, Misericordia
General Hospital, St. Boniface General Hospital, Victoria
General Hospital, and • the Health Science Centre.
MRT students can choose from Brandon General Hospital,
General Centre, Children's Centre, Misericordia General
Hospital, St. Boniface General Hospital, or Victoria General
Hospital.
If you want to take a 30-month course in MRT with training
as an assistant MLT, you can also choose the Manitoba Health
Services Commission.
Both of these training programs are two years in length.
MLT's attend RRCC for about ten months; beginning in
September, after which a minimum of one year training is taken
at the training centre where the student has been accepted. At
the end of this training, the student is eligible to write registration
exams for the Canadian Society of Laboratory Technologists
(CSLT). If successful, they are awarded a Register Technologist
certificate, recognized anywhere in Canada.
The MRT course starts with two months of orientation at the
selected training centre. This is to accustom the student to a
hospital environment, and to allow them to decide whether they
want ot work in that environment.
After orientation, the student attends five months of classes at
RRCC, then it's back to the hospital for a final 17 months of
training. There are tWo weeks of summer holidays.
That makes you eligible to write certification exams set by the
Canadian Society of Radiological Technicians (CSR.T). If you
pass, you get a certificate that's recognized anywhere in
Canada, the U.S., Great Britan, Australia, Holland, and
Switzerland.
There is one intake per year in MLT (Sept.), and two for
MRT (July 1 and Dec. 1). You're advised to apply at least six
months ahead of time, because of the limited enrolment and
large number of applicants. MLT accepts 80-90 per year, and
MRT takes 50. Enrollments are limited by availability of training space and of jobs. MRT is also accredited by CSRT to train
only 50 persons per year.
To get into these courses, you must have a complete grade 12,
with English, Maths, Chemistry, and Physics or Biology.
Mature students are also accepted. A good science background
is essential if you want to make it through these courses.
Students must also be able to work with people, both as part
of a team, and in a relationship with a patient.
The academic portion of a course in radiotherapy (cancer
treatment using radioactive materials — done under the supervision of a doctor) is also given by the Health Sciences division.
This course also consists of two months of hospital orientation,
five months of academic training at RRCC, and 17 months of
'practical training at the Cancer Foundation. Most of the persons
taking the course are Registered Nurses. Applications are handled in the same way as those of MLT.
If you want to know more about these courses, see the RRCC
calender, or contact the Health Sciences division, Building A,
rooms A347 and A325.
•
.

.

Television parts in corners, generators lying about on tables,
wires cobwebbing the floors all in a seeming disarray. Or is it?
You notice you're on the second floor of Building A and it all fits
into place.
You're in the midst of Electric-Electronic's open house display.
This year, Allan Robbins, department head, said that the
doors will be open to all while work continues somewhat as
usual by the students.,
"We're taking a more pragmatic position — more realistic in
showing how the students actually work," he said.
The Electric-Electronic's course encompasses four major
areas of study: Commuter Technology, Electrical Technology,
Electronic Technology, and Instrumental Technology.
Electrical Technology provides trainingin the Theoretical and
practical aspects of the electrical industry. Material in this
course provides a background for the understanding Of the,
generation, distribution, and utilization of electric power. The
course includes instruction on electric machines, electrical
measurements, power system protection, industrial electronics
and control systems. Logic systems and computers as control
devices receive considerable attention because of their expanse
role in the electrical industry.
The electronic technologist is trained to complement the
engineer in a variety of areas including application of electronic
'circuits and devices, measurements, control systems and corn•

munications. Training in both theory and practical production
techniques covers the area befween engineering concepts and the
physically completed project.
Rubin Kantorovich, a first year student, said the course
"allows you to work in a capacity that neither an engineer nor a
technician • can — it's somewhere in between."
Another student compared electronics here to the U of M saying that "I don't think you'd get the practical training at a university."
Computer Technology, contrary to popular belief, is not a
Computer Science course. It is computer technology that is
heavily electronics bakd, providing a balanced mixture of
hardware and software training.
The Computer Technology program is designed to provide
the student with a broad background in electronic theory and
practice, supplemented with training / in digital electronics, logic
systems, computers and computer application. Minicomputers
play a prominent role in this training.
The Instrumentation program is designed to provide the
students with a broad background in electrical, electronic,
pneumatic and hydraulic theory and practice, in addition to the
subjects taken in the instrumentation field. Basic concepts are
developed with the use of a real-time, on-line digital computer.
The main displays at this year's open house will be a time
share computer system, paralleling generators and control computer instrumentation technology in Room A222.
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The Health Sciences division of RRCC is divided into two
main courses, Medical Laboratory Technology and Medical
Radiological Technology.
Medical Laboratory Technologists (MLA') are trained for a
variety of jobs in hospital labs, clinics, veterinary labs, the Red
Cross, and some pharmaceutical companies.
They may have to identify bacteria specimens, or test antibiotics against them. They might test blood samples for cell
count or morphology. Some may work in histology, preparing
tissue samples for pathology labs, and others work in 'blood
banks, matching blood types for transfusions.
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Drafting Course
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The other 46 weeks of each year belong to on-the-job training. Here the student accumulates 7,200 hours of work not in
eluding overtime, for which, he is paid a percentage of the
current journeyman's wage.
"In the first year he earns 60%, in the second 70%, the third
80%, and in the last year, 95% of the journeyman's wage," explained one student; as he sanded a piece of carved wood that
would shortly become a valued table top.
He said that the present hourly wage for a journeyman in
Manitoba is $6.10.
After the successful completion of four years apprenticeship,
the student writes provincial and interprovincial exams and
receives a Certificate of Qualification, which identifies him as a
journeyman, a trained and competent trades man.
"We get good feedback from the companies," said - LC.
Davidson, instructor of apprentices in the Painting and
Decorating trade course. "They ask us to send them more; there
is a high demand for qualified journeyman in the trade."
Students of the course learn the ins-and-outs of interior and
exterior painting, paperhanging, and wood finishing and
refinishing.
They also are made aware of precautionary methods to
safeguard their health.
"All indoor painting is done in a spray booth which completely sucks the poisonous fumes out,"....said Mr Davidson.
The college supplies such modern equipment as an electrostatic gun which sprays paint not only where it is aimed, but
all around a column.
"We try to keep abreast of what goes on in industry," said Mr
Davidson. "Otherwise the course wouldn't make much sense."
About wood finishing,. Mr Davidson said that the student
learns as much about wood as a carpenter knows. Samples of
wood are provided . to practise on, and students often bring in
4 their own furniture to be refinished.
"Members of the community sometimes bring in old furniture
- to be refinished at cost," Mr Davidson said.
At present there is only one woman enrolled in the course, but
Mr • G. McDermit, an instructor, would like to see more, because
they seem more capable at doing artistic tasks such as hanging
wall paper, than many of the men are.
"It's delicate wprk, similar to dressmaking," he said. "They
have a flair for it, but Manpower refuses to channel women into
the course, claiming it is no place for women."

A graduate from Red River's drafting program is ,a drafting
and design technologist A . graduate from the Faculty of
Architecture at the University of Manitoba is a professional
architect.
iMr Terrance • Stratton, a drafting instructor at Red River,
emphasized that fact when asked to compare.the difference in
prograths at the two institutions.
"After six years at the U of M, a person graduates with a
Masters of Architecture degree, and becomes a professional
architect," said Mr Stratton. "Here at Red River, graduates
from our two-year program are para-professional drafting and
design technologists, but not architects."
Mr Stratton is concerned that potential students of the drafting program at the college are not aware of the difference, since
many students coming into the course don't really know what
it's all about.
/ There are two drafting programs offered at Red River, One is
a two-year course, the other a one-year program.
Architectural Drafting is the one-year course, and consists of
basic architectural and machine drafting, along with a
mechanical option. Applicants to the course must be Grade 11
graduates, and be prepared for a heavy work load.
The two-year program is called Design and Drafting
Technology (requires Grade 12 graduation), and consists of
structural, architectural; and mechanical drafting and design
elements.
"The rewards for those who complete the course are certainly
there," said Mr Stratton. "Granted it does involve a lot of
demanding work, but all our graduates are practically
guaranteed a good job. The demand for our graduates by potential employers is phenomenal, and we never have enough people
to fill all the available jobs."
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Mr Stratton feels the two-year program is a good alternative
for someone interested in- the general field of architecture and
design, but who doesn't want to spend six years in university.
Most jobs that graduates from the course obtain involve working with professional architects, and pay a pretty good salary, - he
said.
One problem is the courses drop-out rate, which is Approximately 30 per cent in the first term.
"It's a problem of students coming into the course, who aren't
adequately prepared about what to expect," said Mr Stratton.
"After first term, the drop-out rate becomes very sniall. The
students who are aware of what the course entails stay, and the
success of our job placements speak for themselves."

-

Are you tired of pale pastels? Drab classrooms getting -you
down? Well, go down to the painting and • decorating shop in
section B and let bright colours and innovative designs lighten
your spirits:
You'll, find that two once plain rooms have been separated
into 16 working areas, which are transformed regularly into fantasy by painting the walls or replacing them with garlanded
wallpaper patterns on the floor space, and temporarily furnishing them with fine old furniture which has come in to be rejuvenated.
The course in painting and decorating'-at Red River Community College where students learn to change the ordinary into
the sublime is divided in two levels. The first is a five month
course, sponsored by Canada Manpower, for which grade 10 or
Adult 10 in basic education is suggested.
This program provides a knowledge of basic skills and a fundamental knowledge of modern development in tools, materials,
and procedures.
On successful completion of the five month course, the student has an opportunity to continue in Department of Labour
sponsored apprenticeship, whereby -he/she is indentured with .a
contractor for four years, and takes six weeks of college classes
each year. ,During these six weeks, three classes of students
alternate each day, between two classrooms and practical shop.
In the Classroom sessions, maths (for estimating area to be
coVered and materials needed) science, (so as to understand
chemical formulas) and communication, (which facilitates the
understanding of the legal formalities of business) are studied.

.

Computer Analyst Programmer
0

Virtually 100 percent of the students
graduating from the Computer Analyst
P,rogranimer course.at Red River Community College' have found employment.
The above statement was taken from
a 'letter written to businesses in the
compute industry by Louis Rodkin,
department head of computer instruction at RRCC.
In an interview, Mr Rodkin • stated
that usu4lly 50 per cent of the students
who enroll in the course graduate.

"It's getting better though," he said.
"There is no real reason; it's just
coincidence."
Students applying for this course
must have;
a complete grade

12 standing in

University Entrance,
General or Vocational Commercial
Course with demonstrated proficiency
in English and Mathematics or
a complete standing in Pre-Btisiness
Course or the Pre-Technology Course or
-

be a mature student.
Mr Rodkin said that applicants are
required to write an aptitude test before
admission "designed specifically for
computer work."
The two year course objectives are
to • provide training in problem re
cognition, analysis, and solution as -applied to business application of electronic processing.
Students receive training in :
-programming of five languages
-systems analysis and design
-operating systems
-current trends such as teleprocessing
,
and timesharing
-business subjects such as accounting,
economics, and management
-English andMathematics
"Students in this course," he said
"don-t do any actual operation of the
computer. They learn to program it
It is an intellectual pursuit into the
operation of the computer." ,
The CAP course has two entrance
dates; Septemb,er and February. "It is
a good idea!' Mr Rodkin said "Students

graduate more evenly throughout the
year and there is an even distribution
of graduates on the labor market. Also,
if a student fails he does not waste a
term."
He said he felt the course load was
heavy , but it was necessary to keep
the course standards up.
The course has an advisory committee.
which,meets twice a year. "They keep
us advised of new trends in the working
field so we can incorporate them into
the course," Mr Rodkin stated.
I asked Mr Rodkin if students applied
the logic of their training to their personal lives.
"Yes," he said, "students are selected
on the basis of logical thinking. Individuals learn to suppress this logic. It
depends on _ the level of maturity of
each individual."
Wayne Dent, a fourth term student
said he felt the course has fulfilled his
expectations.
"But;" he said, "any subject not related to programming should be dropped "
.
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After graduating "it should be fairly easir getting a job
because there is a real.deinand for Graphic Arts - students," said
Mr Bohonas.
Students who have completed the course are qualified for
employment in printing plants, paper and inky companies, advertising departments, plant, office, sales or administration
-N
positions.
The photography course at Red River Community College is
one of a kind. Students get more lab time in one 10-month
period than '-in any two or three year photography course in
Canada.
"We really get a lot of practical experience here, which is going to be very helpful when we're loOking for . jobs," said
photography student Gordon Peters.
The course is made up of two terms. Term one runs &din
September through January and begins with a study of light sensitive materials such as film, papers and emulsions. It also
covers such areas as monochrome materials and processes,
lights and optics; camera design, laboratory techniques, film
processing and retouching.
The second term runs from February until June and includes
courses in color 'photography materials and processes, graphic
-arts, advanced large • and small format techniques,
negative/positive color techniques, transparency color techniques and photographic display.
Students are also instructed how to run a studio and make a
profit atthe same time, said Mr Peters. The basic skills required
for advertising photography, photo composition andart are also
taught.
"Photography is basically a. technically-oriented course'
stressing competence on the part of the photographers in all
aspects," said Mr Peters. Students must know how to expose,
develpp and print film properly in order to get the best possible
;
product, , he said.
The college has changed and improved the course.."There
used to be a second year option linked with. Advertising Art, but
- it was decided to just drop the entire 10 months," said Mr
Peters. Students now explore the creative aspects of
photography on their own time, he said.
After graduating, students will be qualified to workrin areas of
commercial-industrial photography, educational/visual aids,
portraiture and scientific and technical photography.
"People who want to suceed in photography must have a real
interest in it. As far as the future and jobs are concerned,, the
more you want the more you get, it's as simple as that," explainThe Graphic Arts course at Red River Community College
ed Mr Peters.
places great emphasis on the printing industry and the basic
Showings of the photographers (students) work will be on disskills of graphic design.
play during the' month of April at The Novelty Shop Gallery or
During this 10-month course "we learn how to work with
Photography, 185 Osborne Street South.
cameras, and do design and layout, but the course is really.
geared towards operating the printing presses," said Joe
Bohonas, a graphic arts student at the college.
The students spend much time working with the most modern
print equipment, including a variety of \printing presses, he said.
Students are given regular assignmenti to do, along with
several live jobs. "Live jobs are sent into us from the companies
and manufacturers outside the college. They come to us because
not only do we do a good job, we do it for less," smiled Mr
Bohonas.
The 10-month training period is divided into three equal
blocks. During the first block, students work with cameras and
darkrooms, as well as with paste make-up.
The second block covers instruction in the areas of design and
layout, hand composition, machine composition and type imposition.
The third block consists of courses in platen and cylinder
press, offset imposition and plate making, offset press and
bindery.
Students are divided into three equal groups, said Mr
Bohoncas. Each group spends one-third of the year in each of the
three subject blocks. Those who only want to take one or two of
the three blocks are able to do so providing the groups have
openings, he said.
This block system giyes the course starting dates in
SePtember, December and March.

Graphic Arts
and Photography
The two-year diploma course includes creative dramatics, art,
literature. movement education and music, all geared for the preschooler, as well as courses in the philosophies of pre-school
education, exceptional' children, self-understanding and - social
feeling, curriculum planning and basic accounting.
The course leads to an ability to present activities to preschool children in such a way that it furthers the child's enrichment, Miss 'Thomson said.
The requirements for the course are a grade 12 education or
G.E.D.. grade 12 standing; or completion of the College's pre_applied or pre-technology course; or qualification as a mature
student (at least 20 years old).
Only 30 applicants are accepted each year, but as many as
150 apply, said Miss Thomson. "Only. 30 are accepted because
we don't want to flood the market," she said.
"All the graduates usally find employment, but the salaries
are still fairly low." she added. "Hopefully, the salaries will in-crease as the number of day-care centres sand services in the
province increase. After all, the graduates are dedicated people ,
who work hard .during the two-year' course. They deserve more
than they're getting."
An option of terminating thecourse after one year and receive ing a certificate is available, but it is not encouraged, because the
two"year course is more thorough and leaves the student better
equipped to enter the field, Miss Thomson said.
.

,

The objective of the Child Care Services course is to refine
and 'develop child care skills in order to care for pre-school
children in day-care centres and other child care agencies, said
Ina Thomson, co-ordinator of Child Care Services.

Advertising Art
•

The Advertising Art displays for Open House will give a good
sample of what the students are capable of producing. Work by
the 17 fourth term students and the 10 second term students will
be on display in the Art Life Studio on the mall level of Building
F (Rm. FM71).
To get into the Ad Art course, a person, must show a definite
ability to express himself through drawing, said Tony Simmons,
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department head of Creative Arts. To demonstrate their artistic
background, prospective students must produce a portfolio of
their work, including a self-portrait and various other modes of
art work (painting and ink sketches, for example).
The prospective student must also want to enter the advertising business which is an applied rather than a fine arts field,
said Mr Simmons.
Besides drawing, first year students are introduced to design,
advertising and photography. Most 'of the time is spent in art
studio type workshops rather than in classrooms. Students must
be able to bear criticism and be prompt with their assignments,
as fixed deadlines are enforced to simulate actual on-the-job
situations.
i
Second year students are each allotted a cubicle to- work in
and arrange as they please. Models are brought in, and projects
are assigned iri conjunction with advertising and phototeFh
students so that all have the opportunity to work together as
professionals do.
Courses in- psychology, oral communications and
photography broaden the students' cultural background but are
not major aspects of the program.
Since much of their preparatory work is conceived outside the
classroom, Mr Simmons advises that students carry a pad and
jot down ideas as they come.
Of those who enroll in Ad Art, most graduate. A few usually
drop out after first term if they find that the course is really, out
of their line.
Out of approximately 100 interviewees per year, only about
30 are accepted so that a high calibre is maintained in the
course. An equal number of men and women are found to be
acceptable, as aptitude of the applicant is the main consideration.
. Work in- the Ad' Art field is available in Winnipeg, said Mr ,,
Simmons. Graduates find jobs with ad agencies, newspapers,
commercial art studios and film departments, to mention a few
potential employers.
.
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Diesel Mechanics, Auto Mechanics,
Auto Repair
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There are more job opportunities than graduates in the
Automotive Technical Department. Mr. Paterson, head of the
department, has a bulging file of jobs available to those who
complete the 10 month course.
"There's no way anyone from this course has to be unemployed unless he simply doesn't want to work," Mr. Paterson
said.

Food Services
-1110,11001PIN
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Meat Cutting, Commercial Baking, Commercial Cooking and
Chef Training are the courses offered by the Food Services
Department at Red River Community College.
The courses a're designed to provide the practical training
needed to fulfil the requirements of industry. The theory is
geared to cover the essentials and provide the student with sufficient information so that he may upgrade himself and advance
to other courses within the field.
•
,
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The RRCC Automotive department includes Abtomotiye
Mechanics,' Diesel Mechanics, and Autobody Repair. The
courses are broken into two semesters of five months each.
Successful completion of the first semester is required for reenrollment in February.
Apprenticeship training is also conducted in the different class
levels towards Journeyman mechanic. Mr. Paterson said that the
department gets many of its students back after their eniployers
and the Labour Board arrange for their further training.
I Mr. Paterson emphasized that the courses main objective was
to turn out tradesmen with saleable skills. The students are
ready 'to advance a company's interest rather than act as a hindrance for lack of knowledge, skill or motivation.
"Productivity is what we're concerned with in a young ! man
,
taking this course," said. Mr. Paterson.
What will you.learn? After the 10 month Auto Mechanics
course, graduates can yank and overhaul engines, transmissions,
both standard and automatic, rear ends, and they also know all
the ins and outs of suspension, electrias, and the other systems
of a car.
The autobody section, after an introductory three month
period, 'is involved basically with two areas — sheet mete and
painting.
Diesel Mechanics students work with the Department of
Highway's vehicles and other off-road heavy machinery.
The course is well rounded. In the first semester math, communications, and science are required courses. These help to
provide a • frame of reference for the practical mechanical work.
Mr. Paterson also mentioned the importance of reading to
those in the tourse and the trade in general. It is imperative to
keep abreast of the ch tanges in the industry.' He cited the
emissions equipment which has become widely implemented in
the past few years. The department periodically offers refresher
courses to keep mechanics in the know about new
developments.
,Including apprenticeship students, Mr. Paterson said the
department handles as many as 600 people each year. The
enrollment for the 10 month certificate courses is approximatley
230 students.

As with the other courses at RRCC, all four have a high
employment rate. J.G. Cartwright, Supervisor of Food Services,
said that most students have jobs before they graduate.
The students learn a variety of skills which gives them greater
mobility and a wider selection of jobs in the industry.
All four courses have a relatively short duration period. Meat
Cutting, five months, Commercial Baking five and a half
months, with Commercial Cooking Chef Training both eight
months. .
During the course, students have an opportunity to test their
skills by working in restaurants and hotels for two weeks. Mr
Cartwright said that after the two weeks of on the job training,
many students are asked to stay or work part time.
All four courses commence in September with additional starting dates later in the year. Mr Cartwright said the course subjects are designed in two month blocks. For example, the student
takes one subject, say Pastry Shop, for two months, writes his
final exam on it, then goes on to another phase of his course for
two months and so on.
" This way qualified people can take specific sections of the
Commercial Cooking, Baking and Meat Cutting course without
going for the full term.
Another interesting fact about the Food Services pepartment
is that most of the food prepared by the practicing students goes
into the school cafeterias. .

What is a Creative Communications student?
Well, if creative means capable of creation, and this is applied
to the word communication, (intercourse by speech or correspondence- or messages) then be or she must be the proud
parent of many pages of copy. '
But what is copy, you wonder? In journalism it would mean a
•
news story, but in advertising it would mean the written portion
of an advertisement. Of course there is copy's brother, script,
Which is used in radio and television productions to guide
everyone through their parts. The female counterpart to script (female, because it takes a lot longer to write) - is known simply ,
as creative writing, which is a catch-all for novels, poetry and
dramatic writing.
,
All of these topics are commonplace for the student in
Crpative Communications. For he has been accepted into a
course where in two years his creative writing flair is channelled
into the skills of journalism, advertising, television, radio, and .
public relations. The course touches all,these media bases for
one reason: to try to produce qualified writers for the communications industry.
.

.

Library Technician
The Library Technician course provides training for the responsibilities of acquisitions of work ordering and cataloguing and
classification of books as well as the circulation and inter-library
loans and maintainance of library materials.
The 10 month practical training course is based on library
organization, terminology, function and services, and the
application of how to apply standard - library tools, and the
methods of library procedures.
'Students learn about publicity (displays, posters), multi-media
services-(audio-visual equipment, recording, slides), information
services, and basic clerical skills.
A graduate receives a certificate in Applied Arts and can acquire - positions part-way between , a clerk and professional
librarian, or as a. semi-professional, middle-level library
employee who works under the direction of a librarian. Salaries
for Library Technicians average $475-500 monthly.

Once the student begins the course he slowly works his way
into his own personal 'love affair" with one part of the course.
This\ type of specialization is % not an. aim of the course and is
why so many of the media are covered within the course.
The aim is to prepare the interested person for the type of
media writing that is required in the working- communications
world. This emphasis is rounded out by courses in literature,
sociology, pyschology, and .political science, all of which are important to the- background experience of a writer.
The diversity of the course should be seen at its Open House
display in the mall level of the Life-Art studio in Building F. Put
together by the second year gtudents, the display will include a
presentation of this year's best television productions by the
students, a continual slide presentation about the course, and
special radio commercials "advertising" the course.
If all thisi creative copy still has not answered the question
originally stated, then do attend the Cre-Corn Open House display. Students will be available for further communication about
the course during the Open House hours.

•

Admission requirements for the course are a grade 12 standing_ or Adult Education grade 11. Proficiency in English,
preferably English 301 or 300 is stressed.
Practical experience is provided for students in various
routines of the college's Learning Resources Centre. During the
second term, students spend four weeks in established community 'libraries.
Library technicians are required to have a stable personalities,
a strong orientation towards serving people, and ability to adapt
to different kinds of people. The capacity of decision making
and recognizing problems to understand directions and communicate verbally and in writing are important.
Approximately 30 applicants are accepted into the Library
Techniciaflourse. To date, there have been 90 applications for
next year and a number of them have been males.
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Both students and instructors have access to the LRC's
audio-visual distribution centre which offers about , 400
educational films on almost any subject, as well as audio-Visual
"hardware" like projectors, tape recorders; cassettes, portable
_
television sets, and record palyers.
The LRC assists the student in obtaining material for
research and entertainment, but the centre doesn't quit there. If a
'request is made for printed material not available at the college,
the LRC maintains inter-library cooperation with libraries all
over the world to meet the students' needs and- supplement
library material.
And, Mr Miah said, the Learning Resource Centre is building
for the future. A Career Resource Centre, designed to inform
students, staff, and the community on careers and job opportunities and the lifestyles they involve, will soon be in operation.
Since June, 1974 over 1000 career pamphlets have been compiled as well as films, tapes, and slides from various companies c ,
on career alternatives.
For all those interested, the Career Resource Centre will be
open and staffed during Open House, added Mr Miah.
Other future plans include the use of "individualized instruction." Mr Miah explained that if, a student misses a class, with
the cooperation of an instructor the lesson could be either taped
visually with the use of a television camera or with a tape
recorder. Then the student could get the recorded information at
the LRC at a later date and have the benefit of not missing class
time.
The Learning Resources Centre is staffed with seven library
technicians, all graduates of RRCC's course, and four
professional librarians. The centre is open from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
weekdays and from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturdays.
So, the Learning Resources centre is finally getting rid of its
"just a library" stigma that many people have associated with
it. Mr Miah summed it up in saying, "The Learning Resource
Centre expresses the education philosophy of the instituion it
serves."

bi

cb:

The Learning Resources Centre (LRC) at RRCC is more
than just a storehouse of books. Of course, there are books and
magazines, about 62,000 of them, but the LRC is also a multimedia centre, providing students and staff with a variety of instructional aids.
Mr Abdul Miah, Chief Librarian, said, "The purpose of our
Learning Resource Centre is to provide extensive educational
background to students and assist instructors in teaching effectively."

,

The Students' Association of RRCC is a corporate body
headed by an executive of six elected people. Their main function is to provide students with services that administrative
organizations would not normally do. They supply students with
organizations such as CMOR Campus Radio, the Projector and
the Crazy Ox.
In the past they have participated in accomplishing such
things as the Academic Appeal Board, the Day Care Centre,
and the possiblity of Student ,Housing sometime in the near
future. I

RRCC Sports
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The five major sections of the paper are devoted to general
college iffairs,Interviews, editorial comments, sports, and entertainment and each issue features a short story written by
students of the college.
Besides the editors, the paper has approximately 15 voluntary
contributers. The two editors, Mr. Tonn and Rob Jankiewicz,
each receive a salary of $37.50 a month, but the other writers
are not paid.
One way in which the paper falls short of performing its
proper. function is the limited contribution by students from
courses other than Creative Communications. Mr. Jankiewicz
said this may have the effectof restricting content, he said but he
added that that it is understandable since Creative Communications students have most • to gain from the writing experience.
Publishing costs amount to twelve and a half cents an issue
and are obtained mainly from student fees. Additional revenue
of about $200 an issue comes from advertising.
The Projector is published every two weeks and has a circulation
of 4,000; Dan Smith, publications director for the next school
year, has tentative plans of making it a weekly publication.
•

"The Projector is a newspaper run by students for students,"
said Roy Tonn, co-editor of the Projector and a Creative Cornmunications student. "It is designed to provide information to
the college and to develop journalistic experience for the staff."
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They are the only organization in the college that is
acknowledged by the Administration, which is a definite asset to
the students 'at. RRCC. Their recommepdations are brought to
the Director's' Advisory Council and are discussed for approval.
In this way they have a definite advantage over other
organizations because everything that happens in the college
must go through. Administration.
The president heads the SA and is responsible for acting as a
mediator between the students and the administration.
The job of the vice-president is one of the most vague and also
one of the most crucial. The person elected must know all the
duties of the president in case they must take over the position of
president. It is one of the most vague because the functions are
only as valid as the work the person puts into the job.
The position of the secretary treasurer is to make sure all the
departments of the Students' Association keep within their
budgets. The SA operates within a budget of $200,000 a year.
The duties of the Public Relations Director are to create a
good image for the college in the eyes of the public. Over the
past few year the duties of the Public Relations Director have
grown to include many duties concerning student relations
within the, college.
The Publications Director is responsible for the budgeting of
all student publications. During the summer months he or she is'
responsible for the publication of a student handbook that
familiarizes the students with the college) The Publications
Director is also responsible for the publication of the student
telephone directory.
The Sports Director hires the coaches for the hockey and
basketball teams and assists in setting up the inter-mural
program at the college as well as arranging ice times for hockey
and curling that are conducted outside the college.
The Students' Association has a staff of five permanent
employees: a business manager, an activities programmer; a
secretary, a bookkeeper and the Crazy Ox manager.

r.

Sports at R.R.C.C. comes in four distinct packages: intercollegiate, intramural, recreational and class activities. The people involved in directing them include staff members Roy
Pollock, June Graham and Jack Kaplan, a student sports director and coaches hired on a seasonal basis, assigned to a particular team.
Red River is a member of the Four-West Intercollegiate
Conference involving Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and
British Columbia. Each province renters one team in hockey *,
volleyball, curling, badminton and basketball finals in March.
Most of these teams, as well as soccer and table tennis, also participate in city leagues throughoutthe year.
Intramurals fill noon hour gaps for many people. The list of
activities is long and includes volleyball, and basketball competitions. Teams are generally organized on the basis of course
enrollment and students referee the matches. Every class, at the
college is eligible to appoint a men's and women?s sports rep., as
required. This person receives all intramural information in the
mail and is repsonsible for passing it along.
Red River has two gyms, apropriately named the 'North',
(which includes a track) and the 'South'.
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. not reserved for intramurals, classes or team
practise is free time and the facilities are available to staff and
students. Equipment including towels, may be obtained from .the
North Gym desk, 'free of charge' in exchange for your student
card.

Classes at Red River are offered in both terms and provide
students with an opportunity for, instruction in archery,
. Students can sign up in
volleyball, tennis and golf, for example
September and February to attend these classes in their spares.
Some courses can even use them as a credit,
Check out the sports department: whether you want competition or relaxation, Red River has something to offer.
•

DOLLARS FOR PLASMA
If you would like to give plasma the R.H. Institute
is willing to take your blood and pay you,, seven
dollars a pint. To get involved in this donation
program contact Marg Ruben at 786-43649r 339-6809.
She will be attending a plasma pheresis display at
Open House in A3-08.
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Audio Visual Department
Mr Green also stated that the TV studios are completely
.responsible for all audio-visual equipment in the college as well
.
as its maintenance.
The visual aids department of audo-visual is under the direction of Dennis Lowe, and all things related• to TV are handled by
Mr Green. When asked how the equipment is treated by the
students, as it is all very expensive equipment, Mr Green replied,
"Most RRCC students are very good at handling the
equipment."
Mr Green said there are three ways ,in which instructors can
make use of this equipment after their program has been taped.
They can ask the people in the audio\isual department to leave
it' as it is; this 1-inch tape is run in the lecture theatre directly
from the audio vilual department, or their program can be dubbed onto 1/2 'tape to be run in the instructor's classroom, or their
program can be dubbed onto 1/4 tape, to be used on cassettes,
The first two methods can be used by instructors only, but the
last method is helpful to the student because they-can borrow
these out of the library. So, if a student missed a lesson in which
an instructor used a video' tape, the student can simply get the
tape and have his lesson.

The Audio Visual department of Red River Community
Collge could well be called an Education Support Service,
because in reality, that is exactly what it is. ,
John Green, director of the television section of the department says the service mainly exists for the instructors, as. they
are constantly involved in the production of programs/for instructors. Students use the facilities to produce 'non-permanent'
`kept for perhaps one term' programs which demonstrate to
themselves and their instructor what they are doing wrong in a
certain aspect of their course.
This can be used, for example, by Commercial and Industrial
Sales students to try out their selling techniques and then determine afterwards what they did wrong. This kind of teaching is
known as Micro-teaching and is used widely fOr Teacher Education lectures. Micro-teaching is very useful to instructors as they
can simply mark their students on the video tapes instead of by
exams.
There is no real audio visual course at RRCC and the only
teaching done is by Neil Harris who teAches Television in the
Creative Communications course. There are many other courses
that use the television studios, however, such as Diploma Nursing, Child Care, Industrial and Trades as well as Commercial
and Industrial Sales.
There is a full-time staff in the department Consisting of one
manager (Mr Green) two producers and three technicians. The
department also has the facilities to replay any films or video
tapes right to the lecture theatres that are in the college. One of
these lecture theatres is outfitted with color equipment, but so
far the audio visual department itself is not using color.
"We are in the progress of going to color," said Mr Green,_
but he also said that the main problem is a lack of money. The
change-over is gradual, but they hope to be completely outfitted
for color within three years.
Mr Green said he had examined some studies on color to find
out whether or not the color helps the learning process. -"The chemistry and food services departments would need
the color the most," he said. Right now, any productions for the
chemistry or food services departments are done on film and not
video tape.

atlipus Radio
.

.
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' CMOR, of course, is Red River's campus radio station. The
studio is located at the. back - of the Cave, mall level, Building
busy from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Monday through
"D" and
Friday, providing a diverse selection of music and information
to the students •and staff. It is a function of the college's
Students' Association:,and is completely owned and operated by
the .students.
CMOR is celebrating its third birthday this year. At its birth
it had little equipment, few employees and great hopes. Now the
studio is equipped with two microphones, two turntables, a control board, amplifiers, a cart tape machine, two professional
tape recorders and 25 very organized employees. Now it's rated
as Manitoba's Number, One campus radio station. As Station
Manager Ed Aho once said, "CMOR—it's come a long way."
The "C" in CMOR is a standard first initial of every broadcasting company in Canada, but the "MOR" stands for ?middle
of the road." Since last fall this is the type of music that has been
projected from the station. Each announcer has a broadcast format, planned by the station manager, telling what types of music,
to be played,' cut by cut, in a given time period. This way
everyone is satisfied. The music ranges , from country and
western, to folk to hard rock to classical. It certainly is "middle
of the em
All employees
ployees of CMOR volunteer for their positions. The
volunteer employees consist of students from all over the campus—from communications students to a plumber. CMOR is
eager to train students interested in radio and it is an ideal opportunity for those who are,
The present station manager, who can be credited for the new
diversity in the campus music, is Ed Aho. Assistant manager is
Sheldon Globerman and production manner is Ken Trimble. In
take over these positions: Tom
May, three new students
Milroy as station manag , Jeff Malcovish as assistant manager
and Paul White as production manager. CMOR management
get paid a minute sum for their work, each getting a small cut of
45% of the incoming revenue. The Students' Association gets
the rest of the profit, which is made from the commercials the
production manager is responsible for.
Although the station has over 10,000 singles and albums,
there are few expenses because 90% of the recording companies
are now giving CMOR free promotion records. The only expenses are needles, batteries and tape cartridges. With a bit of
profit there is hope for a production studio. This would eliminate
the present situation where long hours after broadcast time are
spent Working towards the final production of all commercials
and promotional tapes.
CMOR is more than a juke-box service. It provides fast and
accurate information to all students and staff. At 12:20 each
day it runs down a list of part-time jobs available in the city,
courtesy of Canada Manpower. On Thursdays at 1:00 it
preients the National Lampoon Radio Hour, a hilarious time for
all. A feature of the station is "Statict a free-time editorial spot
open to all students and staff who would like to express their
opinion..Fridays at ten minutes to every hour it provides skiers
with a report on province-wide skiing conditions. CMOR will
also promote any events open to students and staff, will announce any articles for 'sale, services to be rendered, or give air
time to any college candidates running for elections. Since April
1, CMOR has been giving the weather temperatures in Metric.
"Hey, did you hear that?"
"No. What?" P
"CMOR just said they had j a limited number of free tickets to
the Playhouse Theatre for tonight. Got to get down there. See
ya."
,
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ough Play Problem
in RRCC Sports
by Susan Philip

Canada's Largest Service
. $2.75 per page
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Winners of 1st event: (L R Dave Jowett, Carol Martel, Patti Vend*, Gary
Arason, Gerry Vand% John Miller.

ESSAY SERVICES
AREA CODE (416) 3666549
Our Research Service is Sold for
Research Assistance Only.
•

Winners of. 2nd event (L R) Dave Jon% Gord Mooney, Tom MacNair,
Thora Petursson, Brian Steininger, John Miller..

Violence in sport is a problem at
R.R.C.C. this year, notably in floor
hockey, but basically throughout the
varied schedule of events. As Student
Sports Director Jim Pachkowski put it,
too many people are using intramurals to
relieve their frustrations; it's hardly the
time or the place.
According to June Graham, violence in
should be specifically brought into
the criminal code. "Some of the things
those guys get away without there would
send theni to prison out on the street."
Perhaps the problem, she said, is based
on our tendancy 'to idolize the tough guy,
but in sports you have to play by the rules
or not play at all.
At one point in the women's floor
hockey schedule, 'one referee apparently
tried to referee two games at the same
time. According to the participants, it was
an unsuccessful attempt to say the least,
and all four teams ilefti the floor with more
than their share of bumps and bruises.
One possible reason for aggresive'
playing may be attributed to varied, individual levels of athletic skill. Some attempt is made to control this by restricting inter-collegiate team members from
taking part in the intramural version of
their sport. Hockey ,though, presents a
special problem.
year's schedule current CAHA
In
and MAHA §igners were also restricted
but this still left entry wide open to past
players. Ms. Graltarn, the schedule convenor, said it was very difficult to check
out al? the entrants and possibly even
pointless, "We don't want to eliminate
everyone, just those people who should be
playing completely at the junior level and
leave intramurals for everyone else to enjoy."
Student. Sports ,Director-elect, Bruce
Wood, said he felt Red River faces the
same problems with intramurals that any
college or university experiences. Most
students apparently feel that intramurals
are well run: the biggest problem for most
teams is defaults.
.
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Winners of 3rd event: (L • R) Dave Jowett, Pat Ryan, John Bubbs, Joy Corbett,
Ray Shuper, John Miller.
We wish to thank Labatt's for supplying the trophies, etc.
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PAT RIORDAN TRIO

Dialoge Day saw some good entertainment as well. At noon,
the Pat Riordan Trio sang and joked to audience of about 200. .
Their first /set was the same junk that they did here in
September. It ended good, though. Pat asked for a request, and
was not stumped when someone said, "Harry' Bellafonte". They
did a funny version of Day-O, which the audience liked.
Between sets, Rob MCDougal, Winnipeg pianist and composer (The Theme) kept the crowd'clapping with his material.
This city should be proud to have fine musicians like him. The trio opened the second set with Country Road, drawing
applause as they played on. When they finished, Mr Riordan
said that they would not be able to fill all the requests because
"The mikes won't fit—either will the guitars". The highlight of
the show was his demonstration of the K-Tell automatic Stompin COnnors Board, which did everything from slice vegetables
, to act as a record selector (provided you only have one record).
.

by Dave Nagy
KOAL

.

Koal, one of the best bands in the city, played two great sets

of good rock and roll, attracting a capacity crowd in the tower
lounge April 1.
They are-a big band, with seven on stage. This includes their
brass section: a trombone and trumpet, with a saxophone. They
worked with the organ, drummer, bass, and lead guitar to throw
out a lot of powerful sounds that brought deafening applause.
Among their numbers was Your Mama Don't Dance, by
Loggins and Messina.
A costume change brightened the second set, although it was
not as good as the first. The brass really shone at some spots,
letting down to_the lead singer who made the music what it was.
An extremely coordinated band, Koal has • a lot more going
for it than do a lot of bands. They are booked for this year's
grad dance, so don't miss them; their sound, not their volume
will knock you over.

The Man Who'Couldn t Say 'No'
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It was a good show.

Inspired by the Great Works of the, Grand Masters

•

by Don Walters
Any avid film goer will likely have
queued up for at least an 'hour to see
Shampoo — the latest film sensation to hit _
Winnipeg. The New York critics loved it,
there was a full page advertisement in the
local papers promoting it; but if you've
seen it, was it what you expected?
I expect not, so let's clear up a few misconceptions that you may be harboring.
Shampoo is xot a comedy. There are a
few humorou4 scenes but a Woody Allen
movie it is nat. Instead, it is a morality
play of the most time-warn sort with an
added dimension to modernize the theme,
and give it some form and body.
Warren Beatty is George, a Hollywood
hairdresser who can't say 'no' to -any
woman that wants to get laid. He is a
hairdresser because that's the best way to
meet and make it with lots of women. The
problem with George is that he's having
trouble keeping up with the women who
•

'

,
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are after him. When he finally decides to
come to terms with himself he asks the
one woman he loves to marry him. She
says 'no' because he's too promiscuous
and unreliable. That's the moral of the
story and who isn't familiar with that
-theme. ,
The setting for all this is November 4,
1968, the eve of the election of that fine
vaudeville team - Nixon and Agnew.
The movie starts at the beginning of
the dissolution of George's world. He is
frantically rushing about, hairdryer in
hand, trying to keep the love light burning
with his present girlfriend, Jill, (Goldie
Hawn), conniving with the whorish wife
of a financier to get Salley to open his
own shop, and trying to rekindle the love
of Jackie, (Julie Christie) who had left
him many women ago. Jill eventually
throws George off just as Jackie had in
the past, accusing him of being incapable
of love and committment. In the end

George has nothing to offer except a
good screw and that's not enough - they
want security. He has Don Juaned
himself to the precipice and his instability ,and deceitfulness shows and shows.
While this is happening, Nixon is very
prominent in the background. He is
George's historical counterpart. His
promises ring about as true as George's
pledge of fidelity. The morning after,
George looks 10 years older and his
future looks as bleak as America's under
the now unleased Nixon.
So now you have an idea. The acting is
excellent - especially Jack Warden as the
financier, but the pace is slow and the
dialogue is sparse with Warren Beatty
saying "uh" a lot. You laugh at George's
sexual antics because he's always being
interrupted. But in the end it's not so funny as it is sad. You've been forwarned.
See this movie only after you've exhausted the other fine, cinema in town.
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Diamond rings that
reflect the timeless beauty
of a master's creativity

.

These outstanding diamond rings
are designed to grace the hands of
those who appreciate the true
beauty of skilfully sculptured gold
set against the fiery brilliance of a
Columbia diamond. They're not for
everyone. Just those who appreciate
_ 2572-150
the triumph of creative beauty.
See them today at

.
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PAT RIORDAN
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Closed Mondays -- Free Parkirg

BALLET

N

Performing Poet

In Quest of the Sun

- Nth Recite April 12

RWB Scores Four Hits

.

RECO R DS

Steely Dan
aty Lied

by G,eorge Markiw
Ming .Cho Lee, one of New York's most prominent designers,
brings out the conflict in religion through set interplay; the
crucifix and the calendar relate changes of dominance and add
greatly to understanding the subtleties within the production.
Richard Rutherford, guest artist, dances the leading role as
the "Son of the Sun". Mr. Rutherford has been the principal
dancer for the Royal Winnipeg Ballet from 1957 to his retirement in 1970. In his first performance since then, one sees why
he was acclaimed as such a_ dramatic dancer.
"In Quest of the Sun" is a highly impressionistic ballet to
which his style fits beautifully. Controlled contortions of body
and expression reveal the story from the conquered (Inca) side
and bring across the naievete of . the Incas.
The final quarter is a rarity. A dance duo with Pizzaro
(Anthony Williams) and the "Son of the Sun" dramatizes the
conflicts and culminates the piece.
The "Son of the Sun" (Rutherford) is seen actually as a Christ
symbol which displays the irony involved. If the ballet has any
message it says that all religions are one and the wars and
'crusades are merely hoaxes.
This message is brought across with artistic taste and skill
quite beyond reproach.
Complementing Vesak's production are "Moments", "Etude:
Printemps" and "Rodeo".
"Moments", the work of Larry Hayden, a former student of
the RWB is a ballet in the classical idiom. Using eight girls,and
one principal couple, all the fluidity and preciSion of ballet is
done fine justice.
.
Sylvester Campbell and Kathleen Duffey dance the pas de
duex in "Etudes: Printemps". This is a repeat performance for
many in attendance and brings out the skill \which is giving Mr.
Campbell a wide reputation - in ballet.
"Rodeo" adds a nice light-hearted touch to the prograit and
is one of the most popular works ,ever taken into the repertoire
of the RWB. "Oklahoma", an off-shoot of "Rodeo", was the

first ballet ever played on the Broadway stage (1955). Agnes de
Mille, creator of both, has chosen and coached Bonnie Wyckoff
in the leading role.
Rutherford, in one of the thirty roles created for him with the Royal
Winnipeg Ballet.
•

The Royal Winnipeg Ballet (RWB), fresh from their spring
tour of eastern Canada and the USA, sparkled Wednesday
April 9 in/the world premiere of Narbert Vesak's "In Quest of

the Sun".
About 2,N00 people in the concert hall witnessed an amazing
co-ordination of artistic dance, set design and music score. The
entire effect was one of eerie authenticity.
"In Quest of the Sun" is an adaptation to ballet of Franciso
Hernando Pizzaro's conquest of the Incan Empire in 1532.,
With an army of only 40 soldiers-of-fortune, Pizzarg brought
a nation of • hundreds of thousands to their knees without
resistance. His coming seemed to fulfill ,a prophecy that "white
gods on huge sheep" (horses) would visit the Inca people.
The religious aspects involved were masterfully brought across
through the use of a giant IS foot crucifix suspended over centre
stage and an unusual Aztec calendar, signifying the sun-1
worshipping religion.
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Advertising Salesmen for CMOR for
September 1975.
Contact Mickey at CMOR at 786-6303 or local 303

ALIVE
"Alive", Canada's largest circulation literary magazine is now
available at the 'Crazy Ox'. Support the movement to build and
maintain a progressive and independant Canadian Culture.

by Dave Nagy —

bitr cr‘

Presumably some clever staffer on the
student paper can turn out a two or three
paragraph article based on the material in
the fact sheet. Perhaps something like ..
"Tuesday, April 22, the Tower Lounge
will play noon-hour host to the diStinquished performing poet, Mr Peter Paul
Van Camp.

"Mr Van Camp, a native of Coshocton, Ohio, has been touring North
America since 1972, on - a seven-year sabbatical leave from the Convent of St.
Brenda of the Sacraments, Newcomerstown, Ohto, where he is Poet-inResidence.
"For the past year he has been Poet-inResidence at the Manitoba Theatre
Workshop. He gained national media
prominance this winter when a number of
his readings of his own works were
featured on CBC Radio's "This Country
in the Morning".
"In the words of the show's host,
Michael Enright, ". . I think he's great!"
"April 22 RRCC poetry fans will have
a chance to' form their own opinion, as
Mr Van Camp reads a number of his
favourite poemS in the Tower Lounge." ,
Or something to that effect. The photo'
could be captioned: "Peter Paul Van
Camp, Performing Poet (1) greets some
fans (r) in a local park." Suggested Title:
"PERFORMING POET' TO RECITE
APRIL 22.
.

by Peter Paul Van Camp
I

Katy Lied, Steely Dan's forth album
has finally appeared, after the group's
usual year-long production period. Rock
will never be the same as the power of this
new album spreads.
The album is both Steely Dan and rock
at their best. Several personnell changes
have not hindered the general excellence
professional of the disc.
Although the credits. are not clear, it
seems that the group consists of Donald
Fagen, Denny Dias, Walter Becker, with
Mike McDonald and Jeff Porcaro, ' who
did some work on the Dan's previous
albums.
Fagen dominates the vocals, and there
is no noticeable difference in the harmonies. Becker claims Most of the scintillating guitars, which stand out as on the
other albums.
Opening with Black Friday, a catchy
song with fading vocals, the vinyl is still
hot as . it leaves you wondering what
happened. Bad Sneakers, which follows,
echos Nighy By Night from Pretzel
Logic. A pattern seems eminent as the
album progresses. Steely Dan has a
pattern for putting together excellent
music.
When listening to Steely Dan, it is
nearly impossible to remember what
came before, because all their albums are
imaginatively woven with the group's
telltale., lyrics and delicate orchestral
bridges. One exception is the cut Show
i3iz Kids, from Countdown to Ecstasy,
with horrid backup-vocals.
One outstanding work on this new
album is the classic Your Gold Teeth II,
a sequel to the original. from Countdown
to Ecstasy.. It starts with the most
professional, best thought-out, and
magical passage on the album. It grips
the mind in an indescribable way that
must be heard to be understood. The
band really stretches out in this number,
as on the other album, in unparalleled excellence. Yet, it is, simple and short, and
will take its place among favorites like Do
It Again, Change of The Guard, Bodisattva, The Razor Boy, King of the World,
and others. The chorus reads:
"Throw out your gold teeth and \see
how they roll," opposed to
"Do you throw out your gold teeth," in
the original song. Chain Lightning, which follows, also
stands out. It is a funky, jazzy jumble like

Through With Buzz from Pretzel Logic.

Some foolishness is also thrown 'intothis offering. The Dan has fitted the
bubblegum fantasy, Everyones Gone To
The Movies into the format, but the only
thing that holds it together are the vocals
in the lines:
"Everyone gone to the movies, now
we're alone at last". Th-row Back The‘Little Ones is a' little better, reminding of
Monkey In Your Soul from the last
album.
Katy Lied is tops among recent
progressive offerings, from although it
does not destroy any others.. It would be
the likely choice- between the latest Yes,
Led Zeppelin, Roxy Music, and Nektar
releases, which are all worthwhile efforts.

POETRY
Message to a Friend
(to Murray)
When thoughts of yest'rday
Possess the depth of your. mind,
May the message they convey
Be the warmest you can find.
But if a dark cloud should cast
Its shadow filled with pain,
May your sadness momentarily last
And happiness be yours - again.
Yet when thoughts of 'morrows
Seem to show problems they can bring,
Be filled not with sorroyvs, ,
For good can be, found in all things.
.In acquaintances,' family and friends
Search for the inner-beings,
For the goodness that lies there never
ends
Though expressed through dirrent
feelings.
When thoughts of. today
Are the only ones instilled,
Live by them in the way
That makes your day fulfilled.
For though yesterday's past
And tomorrow is to come,
Today will always last
For it can never be' gone.
This advice I give to you, dear friend

For, it's the main lesson this" life has
taught me Yesterday will never come again
And tomorrow will last to eternity;
So be yourself, from today, in all you do
And with all true friends you make.
You're standing not alone, for God
stands with you
Guiding ev'ry step you take.
Sandy Milovanovich
April 2, 1975
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by Byron Gislason
•

The barn was warm and peaceful, the whitewashed walls
separated its inhabitants from the cold winter night. The cows
were lying in their dungeons oblivious to the groans of the heifer
in the box stall in the south end of the barn. They had all been
•
through. it themselves.
This Would be her first calf and Ted and his father were
worried that she might have trouble. They had been in the barn
since 9:00 waiting to see the small lemon yellow hooves appear
out of the damp confines of her vagina.
But the little holstein heifer kept looking at them. Just when it
seemed that the calf would make his debut she' would stand up
and attack the hay pushed in front of her and chew it nervously,
almost in a panic.
Skynerd, the white cat, sensed the importance of the heifer.
He was perched on the side of the box stall watching the boy
and the large man sitting on a straw bale with a pile of black
baler twine at their feet. The heifer was still standing, her hind
legs were slightly spread to hold the extra load.
Ted wondered if it was the same with women having babies.
How could his mother stand the pain. EsSecially with those doctors with their sterile faces looking down at her while she was
vulnerable to the world. Somehow he. could not visualize his
mother in the heifer's position. Her without her paisley dress and
house slippers, revealing her body and emotions to medical
scavengers.'
• He screwed his face up and shook his head. He refused to
'think about it anymore. Anyway it must have been different
with animals.
•
Ted's father got up from the straw bale and walked towards
the heifer. She had layed down again and had resumed her
groaning once again. Except now she began to rock back and
forth in a steady rhythmic see-saw way. It was like some mobile
object in her body was sliding first to her head forcing it to lower'
and then sliding back to her posterior flattening it against the cement floor of the stall.
Ted's father placed his deep tanned hands over the hip area
and nodded knowingly.
"You can feel the calf when you put your hand here. When
you feel it you know she's gonna calf any minute," he said with
pride in his knowledge,and experience which he wanted to share
with Ted.
Ted went obligingly over and put his hand where his Dad's
had been. He could feel the calf but he was not excited:He had
seen calves born before but this would be the first time he would
be helping deliver a calf. He knew it was because Ben his brother
wasn't home..tonight., If he was, Ted would do the usual chore
which was to run for salt to put on the new born/calf so the cow
would lick it.
Ben would be the farmer in the family, that was common
knowledge. Ted did not have the obvious qualifications to be a
farmer. His hands were small and his fingers were long and thin._
The type of hands *you find on secretaries and piano players.
Ted was of aVerage height but thin and fragile like spring ice. He
was too sensitive. To be a farmer you had to be rough and confident.
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Ted knew he would have to leave the farm. He had always
been reading books or writing poems while his friends were helping • their dads plow or seed. He wanted to help his dad but Ben
always did 'What extra work had to be done.
,
Ted was jealous of Ben. Ben was the same height as him, but
he was strong and quick like a puma. The sun had kissed him all
summer leaving his skin deep brown and glossy. He was an exceptional hunter and trapper and known in all high-school-girl
washroom gogsip circles as the best lover in the district. Ted envied the way he could wear grease and oil on his hands and face
with such a romantic flair. Even when he cleaned the barn Ben
looked like he stepped out of a Ponderosa spectacular.
.
Ted wanted to be a granite faced farmer with the excitement
of blood and dirt in his hands and the mark of the land in his
mind but he was trapped in his books and music.
He looked at his dad and admired him for his straight head.
His dad did not worry about what he was or what he could have
been. Fate bore him the life of a farmer so a farmer he was. Ted
thought back to the night he witnessed the precious fellowship
among men of manure and grease. A fellowship he would
probably never experience.
He remembered how the rain catapulted down upon him and
Carl, a neighbour, and His dad. The rain left their stained
overalls soaked andtheir long underwear craving for the dryness
of the cozy two storey farmhouse which he called home. But .
Ted's dad and Carl did not seek the shelter of the house but
merely strode in the casual manner of men who had braved
years of ice fishing and Saturday night sprees, to the brown
haystack.
The towering alfalfa stack held back the rain but it didn't
restrain the conversation. Ted followed them to the stack, attracted by their apparent wish to be alone. It seemed that the
hay pile and the barn in the night separated them from the rest
of the world and they could both look back to the past.
As Carl rolled a Sportsman cigarette with the dexterity of a
Texas ranger, Ted's dad talked of, their neighbour's lazinegs.
Carl agreed.
Despite the deep blackness of the night and the dark soiled
faces of the men, Ted could see that they did not mean a word of
their ripping conversation: Ted knew that if that neighbour ever
needed a helping hand his dad and Carl would not hesitate to
help.
Green snot flowed freely from Carl's nostrils forming a large
emerald drop at the end of his nose, like a melting icicle. He raised his left hand and with a vengeance flung the green snot to the
wet ground.
Ted watched the forest green formula mingle with the wet soil
until the pounding rain mashed it out of sight.
After this quick masculine action, Carl asked Ted's Dad if he
remembered the time that he rode all the way from Black Bear in
the middle of winter to a dance in Riverton.
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"I rode that white bastard right into the hall, right to the middle of the dance floor,'! 'Carl had said with a smile of satisfaction.
They both laughed and Ted had stood in wonderment of these,
• two men. To hirn they Were heroes an age when all heroes are
supposed ' be dead.
Ted fel out of his memory lane thoughts when his dad yelled,
"Ted, she's starting- to calf. Hurry up, put some more straw in
the gutter."
Ted grabbed the smoth golden wheat straw and shook it into
the gutter below the heifer's gaping 'hole. He could see the egg
yoke colored hooves and he knew the time had come.
,
Ted's dad took two baler twine strands from the pile and tied
them in slip knots around the calves front legs just above the
tiny4looves. He had to spread the pinkish red lips of the vagina
to get the string around the legs. He turned and faced Ted with
his dark sculptured face and __his brown eyes burning and said in
a commanding voice, "Grab hold of this baler twine and we'll
pull when the heifef tries to push the calf out.. Remember don't
pull unless she's trying to that way we won't hurt the calf or the
heifer."
Ted 'took hold of one of the strings and held on tight and braced his feet against the gutter wall.
It seemed to be a signal for the heifer. She raised herself up on
her front knees and then dropped, pushing out the calf at the
same time. In unison Ted and his father pulled on the calf.
Its •head appeared and then another heave and pull and the
calf slid out like a stone out of a plum.
Ted dropped the string and cleared the straw and plasmic skin
inside it's nose. It raised it's shaky little head and snorted. It
shook its head and looked around at his new surroundings. Ted
pulled him out of the gutter and dragged him in front of the
heifer.
•
He was rough with' the calf but he knew it did not hurt him.
His hands were coated with blood and slime and it felt good;
Without having to be told Ted ran for the salt and spread it all
over the calf.
The heifer immediately began to lick the calf. Ted felt so
warm inside and pride built up inside him like a growing muscle.
"That's a nice little bull calf," his dad said directly to him,
"she might have had trouble if we hadn't been here. Did you tie
the calf up good?"
•
"Yeah," Ted said. "I used a bowline."
"He's a heavy bastard." Ted said with confidence.
His dad laughed. "Well the calf is.gonna be all right, we may
as well go in the house. Mom's probably got coffee on."
Ted didn't smile but tried to keep a serious farmer look on his
face. He had reached a point in his life where he could look at
things as a ma&
,
Ted followed his father in the crisp. winter night. The slime
and blood froze on Ted's hands but he did not wipe it off.
■
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